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ABSTRACT
Existing ad hoc wireless and sensor network systems often trade off energy against
performance. As such, it is hard to find a single deployable system that supports high data
rates while maintaining energy-efficient operation. This research addresses the problem
by designing a communication system that achieves high performance and reduces the
energy needed for delivering data in multi-hop networks by a factor of 100 or more over
IEEE 802.11. The system is composed of a duty cycling and pseudo-random Medium
Access Control (MAC) that provides deterministic access to the shared medium.
Furthermore, the MAC provides link level QOS to support high data rates required for
real-time traffic as well as delay-bounded services such as voice and multi-media
streaming.
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4 Introduction
An ad hoc network is a collection of devices equipped with a radio and some networking
capability that enables communication between these devices. Ad hoc network systems
exist in several forms varying from size, computational power, and battery capacity. The
key to ad hoc networks is that devices that are otherwise out of radio range can still
communicate via relaying data through nearby devices. In addition, ad hoc networks can
support node mobility and a wide range of application traffic. The military relies on ad
hoc networks for some of its communication needs because ad hoc network systems are
quickly deployable without any dependence on an existing infrastructure.
One common application of ad hoc networks is wireless sensor networking. Networked
sensors often collaborate to perform specific tasks such as battlefield surveillance and
environmental monitoring. In some cases, each sensor independently collects data that it
sends to a central location for post processing. Most military applications have a
fundamental reliance on the delivery of audio and video feeds across the network. Thus,
in addition to data fusion and post processing, sensor systems that are both energy-
efficient and support high data rates can play active roles on the battlefield by delivering
low latency application data. Existing sensor systems, however, are less than ideal for
military applications because they waste too much energy that limits their lifetime or they
offer very low data rates barely usable for the delivery of audio and video.
Since ad hoc network systems typically rely on batteries as their primary energy source, it
is important that the entire system operate efficiently to maximize battery lifetime. In
addition, the heterogeneous nature of these ad hoc systems affects the performance and
design of Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols that allows these nodes to
communicate efficiently. A MAC protocol essentially attempts to mediate access to the
shared wireless medium by preventing interfering nodes from transmitting at the same
time. Multiple nodes transmitting at the same time result in collisions at the receiver that
wastes energy.
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Figure 1: Network deployment scenario - sensors and soldier units.
Besides collisions, a major source of inefficiency a MAC protocol has to contend with is
idle listening. Wireless LAN (WLAN) radio receivers usually use around 860mW when
idling in receive mode. Idle listening consumes 50-100% of the energy required for
receiving in WLAN radios [29] and it occurs because nodes listen for traffic all of the
time even when there is no data to be received. Assuming a 1Mbps wireless channel with
an average network load of 5 messages an hour and an average message size of 5000 bits,
a duty cycling MAC protocol that is only 25% accurate (i.e. keeps the receiver powered
on 4 times more often than it needs to) will consume 36000X (104*) less energy over a
MAC protocol that keeps the receiver powered on all of the time. Clearly, it is possible to
achieve significant energy savings by intelligently powering down the receiver when
there is no data to be received.
4.1 Problem Statement and Motivation
Besides performance, soldiers on mission have two main concerns about their radios,
namely, how much the units weigh and how long the batteries will last. These concerns
apply to all portable radio and battlefield communications devices ranging from data-
collecting sensors in remote locations to individual soldier units (Figure 1). In military
surveillance where the data rates required are much higher, a network of video enabled
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sensors should stream video as quickly as possible when they detect changes in the
environment so that the soldier can react. Similarly, when there is relative inactivity, the
sensors should conserve as much energy as possible. Unfortunately, existing ad hoc
network systems often trade off energy against performance. As such, it is hard to find a
single deployable system that achieves high data rates while maintaining energy-efficient
operation. The goal of this research is to address this problem by designing an ad hoc
network system that achieves both high performance and low energy usage. Critical to
the successful operation of such a system is a Medium Access Control (MAC). This
thesis describes a MAC protocol that is energy-efficient under most traffic loads and is
able to adapt as battlefield conditions change. An energy-efficient MAC protocol
increases device lifetime and it enables devices to transmit important information for
longer periods.
4.2 Summary of Main Contributions
To make the entire system energy-efficient, this research focuses on total system wide
energy gains in hardware and software rather than trying to optimize specific metrics. For
example, in low duty cycle environments, focusing on a low power transmitter will not
yield the maximum energy savings. A better solution is to turn the receiver "off' when it
is not in use. The summary of contributions for each of the two main components of the
system is as follows:
PHY Component:
* Split the PHY component into two radios - a Hail radio and a Data radio. The Hail
radio is a low power and low data rate radio while the Data radio is a high power
and high data rate radio. Both radios are always "off' by default and the MAC
determines when and whether a particular radio should be "on" or not.
MAC Component:
* Disseminate pseudo-random seeds and probability thresholds to generate
uncorrelated wakeup schedules.
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" Instead of using preset parameters, it is better to learn and adapt. The MAC adapts
to traffic patterns and other network events by dynamically adjusting transmission
and reception schedules.
" Maintain accurate synchronization between nodes using novel energy-efficient
slot synchronization techniques with minimal message overhead.
" Support collision free access and high channel utilization in high duty cycle
environments.
" Increase information sharing between subsystems. Protocols can make intelligent
inferences from reported PHY component statistics such as Received Signal
Strength Indication (RSSI).
4.3 Organization
This thesis presents an energy-efficient system for wireless ad hoc and sensor networks.
The system achieves energy-efficiency by interoperating algorithms and protocols
between the PHY and MAC components. The rest of the thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 5 presents some background information and related work relevant to the design
of energy-efficient MAC protocols in general. Chapter 6 presents the system architecture
and highlights key subsystems that interact closely to achieve energy-efficient operation
of the entire system. Chapter 7 describes the PHY component with emphasis on the
functioning of the Hail radio. Chapter 8 introduces the MAC component and discusses
the operation of an energy-efficient pseudo-random MAC protocol that adapts to
application throughput requirements. Closely tied to the successful operation of the MAC
protocol is synchronization. Chapter 8 also presents new energy-efficient techniques used
by the MAC component to achieve accurate synchronization between nodes. Chapter 9
discusses system design, implementation details, and interfaces between MAC
subsystems. Chapter 10 discusses and analyzes the performance results obtained from a
20-node multi-hop network that implements the MAC and PHY components discussed in
this report. Chapter 11 concludes this report by summarizing the work done in this
research and additional topics for future work.
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5 Background and Related Work
The goal of every MAC protocol is to ensure that nodes sharing a common physical
channel do not interfere with each other's transmissions. Interfering transmissions result
in a collision at the receiver; thus wasting energy and reducing channel utilization. In
general, MAC protocols are classified as either contention-based or TDMA based. The
next section briefly describes contention-based and TDMA based MAC protocols.
5.1 Contention-based MAC Protocols
In contention-based protocols, a node wishing to transmit at any time must contend for
the channel prior to transmission. Contention-based protocols are therefore inefficient
due to the following reasons:
" Idle-listening - Since nodes do not know in advance whom to expect a packet
from, they have no choice but to keep their receivers "on" all of the time. In low
duty cycle networks, idle-listening dominates the total energy consumed.
" Overhearing - This occurs when a node receives a packet intended for another
node. The energy used by the receiver to decode the packet is wasted.
* Collisions - Collisions occur when the transmission of two nodes interfere with
each other. Retransmission of collided packets requires additional energy.
" Control message overhead - To reduce collisions, contention-based protocols use
control message exchanges to reserve the channel for transmission. These control
messages increases the amount of energy used per application bit.
The next section briefly describes the IEEE 802.11 protocol [30]. IEEE 802.11 is a
contention-based MAC protocol that is often the baseline for measuring energy-
efficiency.
5.1.1 IEEE 802.11
The IEEE 802.11 protocol uses Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance
(CSMA/CA) with positive acknowledgement. A node wishing to transmit first senses the
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channel. If the channel is busy, the node defers transmission to a later time. On the other
hand, if the channel is free for a specified period called the Distributed Inter Frame Space
(DIFS), the node can transmit. The receiving node on receiving a valid packet sends an
acknowledgement (Ack) to the sender to indicate that the transmission was successful. If
the sender does not receive an Ack, it retries a specified number of times until it receives
an Ack. CSMA/CA/Ack does not eliminate all collisions and it is possible for two nodes
to collide because they cannot hear each other (hidden terminal problem). To avoid this
problem, a node wishing to transmit a packet first sends a Request to Send (RTS) control
packet that includes the source, destination, and duration of the transmission. The
destination responds, if the channel is free, with a Clear to Send (CTS) control packet that
repeats the duration specified in the RTS. All nodes overhearing the RTS/CTS or both
will defer from accessing the channel for the specified duration. The RTS/CTS scheme
only applies to unicast packets so broadcast packets are susceptible to collisions.
5.2 TDMA based MAC Protocols
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) divides the channel into slots. A node only
transmits in a reserved slot. Consequently, TDMA is the natural choice for energy
conserving MAC protocols because there is no idle listening, no collisions, no
overhearing, and it does not require additional message overhead to access the shared
medium. To reap these benefits of TDMA in duty cycling networks requires
synchronization of schedules between nodes. Synchronized schedules ensure that nodes
do not waste energy transmitting to other nodes that do not have their receivers "on". A
number of TDMA based MAC protocols have been developed and evaluated for reducing
the amount time a receiver must be "on" [8]. These protocols allow a dramatic reduction
of energy without substantially increasing network latency for a variety of traffic loads.
However, all of these MAC protocols assume an infrastructure-based wireless network
framework where nodes can easily synchronize to a central base station that has infinite
energy. Even though these protocols and their underlining assumptions are not applicable
to wireless ad hoc and sensor networks, they nonetheless provide a hint as to what
performance improvements are available. The next section describes the three main
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categories of energy-conserving TDMA based MAC protocols defined in [6] that seek to
trade-off energy consumption with latency.
5.2.1 Directory Approaches
The first category of energy conserving TDMA schemes utilizes a periodically
transmitted broadcast directory. Most commercial wide-area wireless services use a direct
variation of this scheme. The general idea with this approach is that a base station node
periodically broadcasts a directory listing of the packets currently waiting in its queue.
The transmission of the actual packets immediately follows the transmission of the
directory listing. Nodes periodically turn on their receivers to listen to the directory and
to figure out when the next set of packets will arrive from the base station. On receiving
the directory, a node schedules itself to listen for the packets according to the times stated
in the directory. This method is extremely robust in the presence of highly clustered
traffic since the directory listing states explicit times for packet transmission. However,
due to the periodic broadcast of the directory, this approach can result in either large
expenditures of energy when there is low traffic volume, or a high average delay for a
reduction in the frequency of directory broadcasts.
5.2.2 Grouped-TDMA Approaches
The second category of energy conservation schemes is a variation of the classic TDMA
approach. Classic TDMA provides delay guarantees by assigning each node a unique
transmission slot. If the energy consumption of a node is the average number of slots in
which a node gets to transmit, it is easy to see that each node has an energy consumption
of 1/N, where N is the number of nodes. In large networks, classic TDMA has
unacceptable high delay bounds since each node is able to transmit once in every N slots.
Classic TDMA can be adapted for energy conservation by partitioning the nodes into Nix
disjoint groups, where x is the group size. Grouping the nodes increases the average
energy used per node to 1/(N/x), but the delay bound improves because the number of
groups bounds how often a node gets to transmit.
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5.2.3 Pseudo-Random Approaches
The pseudo-random TDMA scheme is a new class of randomized protocols based on
deterministic schedules [25]. This approach exploits the power of randomization for
fairness, while providing the advantages of determinism that allows a node to predict
every other node's state in each slot. In this class of protocols, all nodes run the same
pseudo-random number generator and determine the state of their neighbors in each slot,
based on a probability parameter pi, which could be different for each node i depending
upon the expected traffic or energy conservation requirements for that node. To avoid a
complete overlap of node schedules, each node initializes its pseudo-random generator
using a unique seed. A node knows the seed of every other node in the network, thus
enabling it to determine the schedule of its neighbors. The pseudo-random approach
achieves the best balance between energy conservation and delay while allowing
dynamic slot allocation based on application demands. The MAC protocol proposed in
this research is pseudo-random based.
5.3 Related Work
TDMA based MAC protocols have several advantages over contention-based protocols
especially in infrastructure networks where dynamic allocation of slots and
synchronization of node schedules can be achieved using a common controller or base
station. It remains a challenge to dynamically allocate slots and synchronize schedules
efficiently between nodes in ad hoc wireless and sensor networks. The next section
briefly describes existing MAC protocols for wireless ad hoc and sensor networks.
5.3.1 S-MAC
S-MAC is a contention-based MAC protocol designed for wireless sensor networks in
[2]. To reduce idle-listening, nodes periodically sleep and form virtual clusters to auto-
synchronize on sleep schedules. A node turns its receiver "off' when it goes to sleep to
conserve energy. The basic protocol is as follows; each node goes to sleep for some time
and then wakes up to listen and see if any of its neighbors has data to send to it.
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The S-MAC protocol requires periodic synchronization between nodes to remedy clock
drift. In addition, because the listen period of 500ms is much longer than typical clock
drift rates, nodes can easily exchange schedules by broadcasting to their immediate
neighbors. If multiple neighbors want to access the channel, they need to contend for the
channel as is done in IEEE 802.11 using RTS/CTS control packets. S-MAC divides the
listen period into two parts, the first part for SYNC messages and the second for RTS
messages. One key feature of S-MAC is synchronized sleep wake state, where all nodes
listen at the same time and go to sleep at the same time. S-MAC avoids overhearing by
requiring that all immediate neighbors of both the sender and receiver sleep for the
specified duration in RTS/CTS message exchanges.
5.3.2 T-MAC
T-MAC is a contention-based MAC protocol developed in [5]. Unlike S-MAC that uses a
fixed sleep duty cycle, T-MAC uses an adaptive cycle to handle load variations over
time. T-MAC also uses a virtual clustering synchronization scheme inspired by S-MAC
to synchronize nodes. Nodes contend for active periods using RTS/CTS message
exchanges. T-MAC reduces idle listening time by transmitting all messages in bursts of
variable length, while sleeping and buffering messages between active periods. T-MAC
uses a time-out mechanism to determine the end of the active period. A node will keep
listening and potentially transmit as long as it is an active period. An active period ends
when no activation event has occurred for a time TA that determines the minimal amount
per active period. Overhearing avoidance is optional in T-MAC and a node should not go
to sleep while its neighbors are communicating, since it may be a receiver of a
subsequent message. T-MAC suffers from an early sleeping problem where a node goes to
sleep when a neighbor still has messages for it.
5.3.3 DMAC
DMAC [3] is an energy-efficient low latency MAC protocol for tree-based data gathering
in wireless sensor networks. The key feature in DMAC is that the active period of nodes
on the multi-hop path is staggered. DMAC divides each slot into a receiving, sending,
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and sleep period. In the receiving period, a node expects to receive a data packet and it
sends an Ack packet back to the sender. In the sending period, a node sends a data packet
to its next-hop and it receives an Ack packet. In the sleep period, nodes turn their
receivers "off" to save energy. The receiving and sending periods have the same length u
that is enough for one data packet transmission and reception. Depending on its depth d
in the data-gathering tree, a node skews its wakeup-scheme du ahead from the schedule
of the sink. Assuming that data delivery only moves in the direction from the sink
towards the root, intermediate nodes will have a sending slot immediately after the
receiving slot. To reduce message overhead, DMAC does not employ the use of
RTS/CTS messages, instead, it uses CSMA to contend for the channel. DMAC uses a slot
length of 10ms so fine-grained synchronization is required. The authors mention RBS
[11] as a possible synchronization protocol.
5.3.4 SEEDEX
SEEDEX [12] is a TDMA based MAC protocol motivated by the poor capacity scaling of
ad hoc networks. SEEDEX tries to avoid collisions without making reservations for every
packet by allowing nodes to choose transmission slots opportunistically. The key idea is
to generate a schedule driven by a pseudo-random number generator. By exchanging the
seeds of the pseudo-random number within a 2-hop neighborhood, nodes effectively
publish their schedules to all hidden as well as exposed nodes. SEEDEX defines a set of
possible states for each slot - Silent, Listening for packets (L) and Possibly Transit (PT).
A node wishing to transmit a packet to a neighbor could choose a slot that is state PT for
itself and is state L for the neighbor. SEEDEX has two preset parameters, p and x.
Parameter p specifies the probability that a node declares a slot as PT and min (1, x/n) is
the probability that it actually transmits in a PT slot where n is the number of nodes
within a 2-hop neighborhood. The authors found a value of x = 1.5 and x = 2.5 to be
optimal when offered load is low and high respectively. They also found out the
maximizing value of p for a given network size appears to be insensitive to the offered
load and the topology of the network.
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5.3.5 LMAC
LMAC [4] is a TDMA based protocol that divides time into fixed-length frames. A frame
consists of a preset number of time slots. Nodes reserve time slots for transmission so
communication is collision-free. During its time slot, a node transmits a message that
consists of a control message and a data unit. The control message addresses the intended
receiver, reports the length of the data unit, and some synchronization information. As a
result, all nodes must listen for control messages from neighboring nodes in every time
slot. When a node receives a control message addressed to another node, it sleeps for the
remainder of the slot to avoid overhearing. Similarly, a time-out interval ensures that
nodes do not waste energy idle-listening in time slots that are not reserved. LMAC
encodes time slot reservation using a number of bits equal to the number of time slots in a
frame. A node can reserve a time slot that is currently not reserved by any of its
neighbors and reserved slots are reusable after 2-hops. It is possible during network setup
that multiple nodes will reserve the same time slot. If this happens, other nodes will
detect and mark the time slot as a colliding slot in their control messages. The colliding
nodes on learning that their chosen slot is colliding will attempt to reserve another time
slot after a random back off time. LMAC requires that the number of time slots in a frame
is larger than the maximum node-degree in the network. This ensures that every node in
the network can find an empty slot in the network in finite time. The authors used a frame
length of 32 time slots in their design.
5.3.6 TRAMA
TRAMA [7] reduces energy consumption by ensuring that transmissions are collision-
free, and by allowing nodes to switch to a low power idle state whenever they are neither
transmitting nor receiving. TRAMA consists of three components: the Neighbor Protocol
(NP) and the Schedule Exchange Protocol (SEP), which allow nodes to exchange 2-hop
neighbor information and their schedules; and the Adaptive Election Algorithm (AEA),
which uses neighborhood and schedule information to select the transmitters and
receivers for the current time slot. TRAMA uses a distributed election scheme based on
information about the traffic at each node to determine which node can transmit at a
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particular time slot. TRAMA assumes a single time-slotted channel for both data and
signaling transmissions. Time is divided into random and scheduled access periods.
Signaling occurs during random-access periods while data transmission occurs during
scheduled access periods. NP propagates 1-hop neighbor information among neighboring
nodes during the random access period to obtain consistent 2-hop topology information
across all nodes. During the random access period, nodes perform contention-based
channel acquisition. Thus, signaling packets are prone to collisions. TRAMA uses
scheduled access for collision-free data exchange and for schedule propagation.
Schedules essentially contain current information on traffic originating from a node and
the corresponding set of receivers for the traffic. A node has to announce its schedule
using SEP before starting actual transmission and nodes synchronize using GPS or other
time synchronization techniques.
5.4 Summary
The three contention-based MAC protocols (S-MAC, T-MAC, and DMAC) improve
upon CSMA/CA to make it energy-efficient. They address the idle-listening problem by
synchronizing nodes and implementing a sleep duty cycle. Nodes in S-MAC and T-MAC
maintain very loose synchronization that introduces an idle listening period at the
beginning of each active slot. Although this idle listening period at the beginning of the
slot may be short, its effect on energy consumption becomes significant when the offered
load is low. Besides idle-listening at the beginning of each active slot, S-MAC idle listens
for the maximum listen duration of 0.5s when the channel is actually idle while T-MAC
uses a 15ms timeout to avoid idle-listening for an entire active period.
S-MAC and T-MAC require nodes wishing to transmit a message to contend for the
channel using RTS/CTS messages that consume additional energy. Consequently, all
nodes have to wakeup at the beginning of every active slot to receive these RTS/CTS
messages. Waking up in every slot consumes energy and can be very wasteful when the
offered load is low. S-MAC and T-MAC address the overhearing problem by ensuring
that nodes go to sleep when they overhear RTS/CTS message exchanges between other
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nodes. While the synchronized sleep wake behavior in S-MAC and T-MAC makes
scheduling easy, it also increases the probability of collision as offered load increases.
DMAC addresses some of the issues found in S-MAC and T-MAC by using fine-grained
synchronization, avoiding the use of RTS/CTS messages, and ensuring that nodes have
staggered active periods. Unfortunately, DMAC only works well for the data gathering
tree scenario and is not a general enough to handle multiple flows between arbitrary
sources and destinations. T-MAC and S-MAC achieve energy consumption reduction up
to 98% compared to CSMA under homogeneous load. In a sample scenario with variable
load, T-MAC uses 5 times less energy than S-MAC since T-MAC uses an adaptive sleep
cycle [5]. However, the early sleeping problem in T-MAC can degrade performance and
is reason for concern. DMAC achieves better energy-efficiency than S-MAC and T-MAC
with significantly lower delay for tree-based applications.
As offered load nears channel capacity, the number of collisions increases significantly in
contention-based MAC protocols. T-MAC and S-MAC have been shown to collapse
under high offered load [18,19] due to contention overhead and lack of adaptation. The
TDMA based protocols (L-MAC, SEEDEX, and TRAMA) attempt to eliminate
collisions by ensuring that nodes transmit in reserved slots. Although the slot reservation
scheme in LMAC ensures that there are no collisions, LMAC incurs high latencies and
reduced throughput since nodes can reserve at most one time slot within a frame. In
addition, LMAC requires nodes to wakeup at the beginning of every slot to listen for
control and synchronization messages. Waking up in every slot winds up dominating the
total energy consumed when the offered load is low. TRAMA achieves a maximum
throughput of about 40% over S-MAC and CSMA and 20% over 802.11 at the expense
of considerable high latency and high algorithmic complexity [18]. TRAMA also requires
nodes to exchange traffic schedules; the message overhead for exchanging these
schedules can very high when the offered load is high. SEEDEX, on the other hand, uses
a pseudo-random scheme to determine transmit slots without explicitly exchanging traffic
schedules. SEEDEX achieves a maximum throughput of about 10% greater than 802.11
but it does not guarantee collision free transmission [12]. However, choosing an
appropriate set of preset parameters depending on the offered load minimizes the
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probability of collision. All three TDMA schemes assume the use of some time
synchronization protocol without factoring in the energy implications of the chosen
synchronization protocol.
The contention-based protocols (S-MAC, T-MAC, and DMAC) perform well when the
offered load is low and collapse under high offered load. The TDMA-based protocols
(LMAC, SEEDEX, and TRAMA), on the contrary, perform well when the offered load is
high but suffer from reduced throughput, inefficient synchronization techniques, high
scheduling messages overheard, and high latencies when the offered load is low. Clearly,
an adaptive MAC protocol is needed to address these issues.
6 System Architecture
Figure 2 shows the system architecture and highlights key subsystems that interact
closely to achieve energy-efficient operation of the entire system. The MAC component
is composed of four main subsystems- Data Link Lower Layer (DLLL), Mac State (MS),
Neighbor Discovery (ND) and Link Characterization (LC). The PHY component is
composed of the Hail and Data radios. The bold arrows in Figure 2 indicate Over the Air
(OTA) data flow within the system. Besides the MAC and PHY components, other
components necessary for multi-hop data delivery are Routing, Forwarding, and a
transport layer interface [1]. This report will not present a detailed discussion of these
additional components since they are not critical to the energy savings of the entire
system and are shown here only for completeness.
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7 PHY Component
The PHY component has two portions - a low power, low data rate Hail radio, and a high
power, high data rate Data radio [1]. The Hail radio transmits data at a rate in the order
of tens of kilobits, while the Data radio transmits at megabit or higher data rates. While
the total energy per bit is theoretically the same regardless of data rate, a low data rate
radio actually has the advantage of needing less accuracy and reliability in terms of
oscillators and mixers (e.g. more "slop" is allowable when the data rates are lower).
Therefore, it is actually possible to design a low data rate radio that uses les power than a
high data rate radio scaled by a reduced time per bit. The low data rate Hail radio
occasionally wakes up to receive Hail signaling between nodes. The signaling indicates
whether to turn on the high power Data radio to receive Data packets. The Data radio
stays in the "off' state until the Hail radio detects the correct signaling. The Hail and
Data radios need to use approximately the same frequency band so that:
" Fading and path loss in the Hail packets assists in power control for the Data
packets.
" One can expect a similar energy-per-bit needed for the Data packet as well as the
Hail packet that precedes it.
Of course, the Hail and Data radios could actually be the same radio with modes that
have significant differences in data rate and power requirements. This research assumes a
two-radio architecture similar to [24,26] without loss of generality.
7.1 Hail Radio
The core idea behind Hail packets is that there is a low power Hail radio that the MAC
deterministically wakes up to see if anyone wishes to send data to the higher power Data
radio. A Hail packet is essentially a means of signaling the MAC to wake up the Data
radio. Each Hail packet contains very little data- 32 to 48 bits. When the network duty
cycle is very low, the likelihood of Hail packet collision is negligible. However, as the
duty cycle increases, occasional Hail packet collisions can occur. In this case, the MAC
adapts its transmission schedules to provide collision free access. The Hail Radio design
provides robust frequency-hopped FSK modulation and packet repetition over several
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Figure 3: Chipcom SmartRF@ CC1010 transceiver.
hops to provide diversity gain against narrowband fades and interference without a need
for either channel estimation or complex signal processing. Furthermore, the Hail radio
uses a Reed Solomon code to improve random hop selection.
The Hail radio function requirements match up rather well to several very low power all-
CMOS transceivers and so-called commercially available "systems on a chip". The key
design element is an extremely simple receiver circuit operating with the least energy
practical. These devices usually power up from very low power standby or idle modes
very quickly (within a few milliseconds) to provide up to 100 Kbps transport. The more
capable of these devices support frequency hopping. The robustness against interference
and multipath fading that frequency hopping offers is critical to reducing network control
traffic. The benefits include fewer message retransmissions, fewer fallbacks to search
modes, and the ability to sort out simultaneous channel access attempts by multiple nodes
without resorting to a contention protocol and further packet transmissions.
The Hail transceiver chip considered for this research is the Chipcom SmartRF@ CC1010
shown in Figure 3. This low power transceiver design expends minimum energy on
network control and maintenance. Employing some form of multipath fade mitigation
noticeably improves the reliability of the Hail transceiver. One multipath fade mitigation
technique is repeating the Hail over a small selection of frequencies within the wide
band. For each frequency, the Hail transceiver listens for a reply before moving to the
next frequency, thereby minimizing the number of Hail attempts and energy used in
transmitting Hail messages. For consistent and predictable frame timing across the
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network, the Hail transmitter transmits the full number of repetitions. However, the
MAC begins to power up the Data radio and begin frequency settling it as soon as the
MAC receives a Hail packet indicating an impending Data packet of interest as shown in
Figure 4.
The Hail transceiver centerpiece is a fast settling programmable phase locked loop
(PPLL) frequency synthesizer. This fast PPLL design permits frequency hopping at rates
up to 1000 hops per second. At half this maximum hop rate and at the highest data rate
supported, 76.8 kbps, this allows for five independent frequency Hails with 32 bits of
data and 60 bits preamble each, with a total power-on time of just 10 ms predicated on a
14.7456 MHz PPLL oscillator. Synchronizing to a transmitted Hail at least once every
100 seconds supports a Hail time-of-arrival uncertainty of 1 ms; dropping the hop rate to
500 hops per second therefore assures that this 1 ms time uncertainty is covered. One
feature of the CC1010 that is particularly useful is the received signal strength indicator
(RSSI) circuit analog output that can be configured for sampling by an on-chip A/D
converter and presentation on a DLC register. This information, along with transmitted
power level information encoded in the Hail message, is useful for adaptation within the
MAC.
The fundamental idea-trading modulation bandwidth efficiency (receiver sensitivity) for
very loose oscillator accuracy requirements resulting in very fast effective oscillator
settling time for nearly instant circuit start up-can be incarnated in a number of
alternative ways. In receive mode, the CC1010 consumes only 30 mW near 450 MHz
(9.lmA @3.3V) and 39.3 mW near 850 MHz (11.9mA @3.3V). Besides the CC1010,
other low power transceiver chips commercially available are the Micrel Semiconductor
MICRF500 (operation near 850 MHz) and the MICRF501 (operation near 450 MHz).
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Figure 4: Hail and Data radio frequency hopping within a slot.
Appendix A shows a detailed comparison of the Micrel and Chipcon devices. The
CC1010 transceiver has a small disadvantage in raw power consumption and Adjacent
Channel Interference (ACI) reject performance but supports an order of magnitude higher
hop and data rate (commensurate with the ACI performance factor). The faster hop and
data rate, in addition to a faster oscillator turn on time, more than compensates the
difference in power use.
7.2 Data Radio
The high data rate Data radio meets the need for timeliness and energy-efficiency via
power control in transporting large application data across the network. This research
assumes a Data Radio transceiver that is replaceable with nearly any other high power
and high data rate transceiver that provides similar capacity and performance. The Data
Radio uses a SDPSK/DOQPSK modulation that supports very power-efficient power
amplifiers and uses a 5/7 Reed-Solomon codec. The modulation scheme ensures a tight
spectrum that limits unintentional interference to adjacent channel receivers. In addition,
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the Data radio transceiver spans 90+ dB received power range with excellent error rate
performance. Since the Data radio is not critical to the energy savings of the entire
system, a detailed treatment of its functioning will not be presented.
8 MAC Component
The MAC Component manages the 1-hop exchange of data between two nodes. This is
achieved by waking up the Hail radio at predetermined times, and only waking up the
Data radio when the MAC determines that data packets are ready to be sent or received
(Figure 5). The MAC component also manages 1-hop neighbors in a way that
dynamically adapts to network changes, traffic rates, and application requirements. In
addition, the MAC component comprises multiple subsystems that perform the following
key functions:
1. Slot synchronization - Determining and maintaining accurate synchronization
between neighboring nodes. Note that nodes do not need to have an agreement on
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an epoch or other global slot-numbering scheme; they just need to agree on the
periodicity of slots with some precision.
2. Neighbor Discovery - Managing neighbors and generating schedules for a node
and all of its neighbors.
3. MAC Protocol - Managing data transmission, retransmission, and reception based
on the schedules.
4. Link Characterization - Determining an appropriate set of metrics based on PHY
layer information to describe the link status for each neighbor.
8.1 Mac Protocol
The MAC divides time into fixed sized slots. Each slot contains up to three "sub slots" -
a Hail mini-slot, an optional Hail-Ack mini-slot, and a Data slot. A node will listen with
its Hail radio in a subset of the Hail mini-slots. When a node A has a Data packet to send
to node B, A first sends a Hail packet to node B in B's Hail mini-slot using its low data
rate Hail radio. The Hail packet indicates B as the desired recipient of the subsequent
Data packet transmission and it indicates whether A requests a Hail-Ack in response to
the Hail. The Hail provides other information such as the code-rate for the upcoming
Data packet transmission. If A requests a Hail-Ack, then B responds to the Hail with a
Hail-Ack. The MAC sends the Hail-Ack in the Data slot using the Hail radio. After the
Hail and the optional Hail-Ack, the MAC turns on the Data radio to receive the actual
Data packet. If a Data-Ack is requested by node A, the Data packet is immediately
followed by either a Data-Ack or Data-Nack from node B to node A using the Data radio.
Note that a node sends a Data-Nack if it receives only the Hail packet and not the
subsequent Data packet. A node sends a Data-Nack for other reasons such as cross-layer
indications that the destination is not reachable via this node as a next-hop. The Data-
Nack therefore includes an error code describing the reason for the Nack. Since the Hail
does not indicate the length of the packet, the receiver has no choice but to wait until the
end of the Data slot to send the Data-Nack since it does not know when the transmission
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of the Data packet ended. Note that in some cases, putting the Data-Nack right after a
data packet and right at the end of the slot is the same thing if the packet is of maximal
length. In all cases, however, there is enough room at the end of a slot to send either an
Ack or a Data-Nack.
8.1.1 Generating Schedules
Most radios spend a significant amount of time in receive mode. As a result, most MAC
protocols assume that neighboring nodes are always awake and ready to receive data. In
low offered load environments, keeping the receiver "on" all the time causes the amount
of energy consumed by the receiver to dominate the total energy consumed by the node.
To address this problem, the MAC in this research employs the use of a very low power
and low data rate Hail radio that listens at particular times to determine whether to turn
on the Data radio or not. While it is acceptable for the Hail radio to be always "on" and
ready to receive data in every Hail mini-slot, it is not advantageous to do so from an
energy standpoint. Keeping the Hail radio "on" in every single Hail mini-slot fixes a high
lower bound on the total amount of energy used by the node as the Hail radio winds up
dominating the total amount of energy used over time. In low offered load environments,
it makes sense to put the Hail radio to sleep in some slots. Consequently, the MAC uses a
pseudo-random sequence to define when a node's Hail receiver should be awake and
when it should be asleep.
The MAC uses a linear congruential algorithm to produce pseudo-random numbers that it
uses together with a supplied threshold to generate wakeup schedules. The algorithm
takes the form of Ijj = (al; + c) mod m. Using values of a = 75, c = 0, and m = 2 31
yields a reasonably good generator. In an actual implementation, however, it may be
more efficient to preload each node with a very large table of pseudo-random numbers. A
node can easily figure out exactly which pseudo-random numbers its neighbor picks for a
particular slot using the neighbor's advertised seed and cycle position.
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The pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) allows the MAC to generate a schedule
that allows the Hail radio to listen only in particular slots. For a given seed, a PRNG
generates a long list of pseudo-random numbers distributed between 0.0 and 1.0. The list
of pseudo-random numbers eventually repeats over a very long period or cycle. The cycle
position is the current position within the period. When a node generates a pseudo-
random number, it compares the number against a probability threshold that determines
whether the node should be awake or not. For example, if the PRNG generates 0.31 and
the probability threshold is 0.40, then the node will be awake since 0.31 is less than 0.40.
If the PRNG generates a 0.73, the node will sleep instead. The PRNG uses the unique
node-id assigned to each node as a seed. The advantages of using a PRNG are:
* Schedules are essentially uncorrelated across nodes.
" Each node compactly represents its wakeup schedule using probability thresholds,
cycle positions, and a seed.
" A node can dynamically decrease or increase the amount of time it stays awake by
adjusting its probability threshold.
Each node knows the pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) used by every other
node in the network. Thus, given a cycle position, a probability threshold, and a seed, a
node can easily generate every other node's schedule. Pseudo-random number generators
also have the advantage that they are essentially uncorrelated between two nodes (given
different seeds) and the number of wakeup slots they define can be dynamically
determined by setting the appropriate probability threshold. The MAC uses pseudo-
random sequences to determine when the Hail receiver should be "on" and listening for
transmissions from neighboring nodes. The use of pseudo-random sequences allows
nodes to have uncorrelated, but completely predictable wake-up times. Furthermore, the
frequency of wakeup is adapted on a per node basis given particular throughput, latency,
and energy requirements. Each node maintains three types of pseudo-random sequences
- one each for unicast-transmit, unicast-receive, and broadcast-transmit. A node
maintains its own unicast-transmit schedule in addition to the unicast-receive and
broadcast-transmit schedules of itself and all its neighbors.
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Each node i, maintains and reports the following items to its neighbors through periodic
heartbeats:
" Node i's unicast-receive probability threshold (PURl) and unicast-receive cycle
position (CUR).
" Node i's broadcast-transmit probability threshold (PBTi), and broadcast-transmit
cycle position (CBTi).
* Node i's unicast-transmit probability threshold (PUTi) and unicast-transmit cycle
position (CUTi) in addition to the unicast-transmit probability and unicast-
transmit cycle position of i's neighbors. (PUT and CUT values are distributed up
to 2-hops).
PURi and CURi define slots that node i will be awake listening for unicast traffic. PBTi
and CBTi define slots that node i can use to send broadcast traffic. PUTi and CUTi define
slots reserved for node i to send unicast traffic. A node is required to be awake and ready
to receive data in the broadcast-transmit slots of its neighbors and in the unicast-receive
slots of itself. Note that the unicast-transmit and unicast-receive uniquely define when
nodes can send and receive unicast traffic. A node can send unicast traffic to another
node in a particular slot if the slot is both a unicast-transmit of the sender and a unicast-
receive of the recipient.
In each slot, a node i generates a new pseudo-random number for itself and determines
the pseudo-random number that any its neighbors will draw in the same slot using the
neighbor's advertised cycle position. The number returned by a PRNG is compared
against a given probability threshold. If the number is less than or equal to the probability
threshold, the slot is marked "1" and if the number is greater than the threshold, the slot is
marked "0". The Hail radio stays awake in slots marked "1" and sleeps otherwise. Cycle
positions are incremented modulo the known cycle period, so that a node can accurately
predict when a neighbor will be awake in the future by just incrementing the cycle
position.
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The choice of probability thresholds is critical for the energy-efficient operation of the
entire MAC. Probability thresholds determine how often a node will be awake for
unicast-receive, as well as how often a node requires that its neighbors listen for its
broadcast-transmit. Unicast-receive slots can also be used for discovering new neighbors,
so in a wide variety of scenarios, a node switches to "always listening" mode (unicast-
receive probability threshold of 1.0) when it believes that the network is in a state of flux.
All probability thresholds are dynamically determined based on the perceived need for
the Hail receiver to be "on" to minimize delay while balancing the desire to keep it "off'
as much as possible to conserve energy.
8.1.2 Unicast-Receive Schedule
The MAC determines unicast-receive slots by the unicast-receive probability threshold
PUR, seed SUR, and cycle position CUR. If the PRNG for node i generates a number less
than or equal to i's PUR then node i sets its Hail receiver to be "on" in the Hail mini-slot.
Neighbors of node i know the same parameters (i.e. PUR, SUR, and CUR) used by i
therefore they know when node i is awake and ready to receive data.
A node always starts up with a maximum PUR of 1.0 (i.e. Hail radio is awake in every
Hail mini-slot), and then it gradually reduces this probability threshold to a configurable
minimum depending on network stability and traffic requirements. Anytime a node
determines network changes, it sets PUR to a maximum of 1.0. Increasing PUR to a
maximum of 1.0 allows a node to receive heartbeats and then learn the PUR, SUR, and
CUR values of other nodes in the network. A node usually increases it PUR to a
maximum of 1.0 when:
" It is first powered up
" It detects a new neighbor
" It learns of a new 2-hop neighbor
" It learns of a link state change within k hops
" It becomes isolated (i.e. losses all of its neighbors)
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Figure 6: When to turn the Hail Radio "on".
All of the reasons above indicate changes within the local neighborhood of a node so it
imperative that the node keep its Hail receiver "on" as often as possible. Keeping the Hail
"on" in every Hail mini-slot allows a node to effectively capture and react to the on-going
network changes. A node keeps the Hail "on" in every Hail mini-slot until the network
stabilizes (e.g. no new heartbeats or link state updates are received). The PUR decreases
appropriately once the network stabilizes.
Besides network changes, nodes can dynamically adjust their PUR to match traffic
requirements. Each node maintains a running average percentage of unicast-receive slots
actually used to receive data. This average runs over a configurable window size. If the
percentage falls below a configurable threshold, the PUR reduces by a configurable
factor since the node is under-utilizing its unicast-receive slots. Similarly, if the slot
usage exceeds a certain configurable threshold, the PUR increases by a configurable
factor to allow the node to receive more data. When a node changes its PUR, it notifies
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its neighbors with the updated value. Note that it is advantageous to ramp up the PUR
very quickly when needed and to decrease it very slowly to find the right equilibrium
level without unduly affecting end-to-end delay. In addition, the PUR should not fall
below a configurable minimum so that during extended periods of network inactivity, the
whole network does not drift into a state where all nodes are asleep for exceedingly long
times and communication is virtually impossible.
8.1.3 Broadcast-Transmit Schedule
The MAC uses broadcast-transmit slots to send control data such as heartbeat beacons
and routing link state updates. A node is required to turn its Hail receiver "on" in the
broadcast-transmit slots of all its neighbors so the choice of PBT has serious implications
on the amount of energy consumed by each node. Setting the appropriate initial PBT
requires modules that generate broadcast traffic to predict the amount of data that they are
likely to send. The Routing component and Neighbor Discovery (ND), for instance, can
accurately predict the average amount of broadcast traffic they are likely to send over a
period. ND sends heartbeat beacons at a known rate. Similarly, Routing sends periodic
link state updates at a known rate. Routing also sends event driven link state updates at a
rate proportional to the max rate of occurrence of the specified event. The number of link
state updates rebroadcast within the network is proportional to the size of the network.
Given all this information, predicting the amount of control broadcast traffic is
straightforward.
Even though ND initializes each node with an initial PBT value that essentially maps to
the average number of broadcast slots needed to transmit heartbeat beacons and routing
link state updates, it is possible for nodes to dynamically increase or decrease this
threshold to support application broadcast data. The scheme for dynamically adjusting the
PBT value is similar to the one used for adjusting the unicast-receive threshold PUR. In
this case, however, each node maintains a running average percentage of broadcast-
transmit slots that are actually used to send broadcast data. This average runs over a
configurable window size.
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Figure 7: Dynamic slot allocation using an adaptive controller.
If the broadcast-transmit slot usage exceeds a certain configurable threshold, the PBT
increases by a configurable factor to allow the node to send more broadcast data.
Similarly, the PBT decreases by a configurable factor when the usage falls below a
configured threshold. Like PUR, when a node changes its PBT, it notifies its neighbors
with the updated value.
8.1.4 Unicast-Transmit Schedule
A node's PUT, which is a function of its throughput requirements, determines how often
the node gets the chance to transmit unicast data. PUT values range from a minimum
value of 0.0 to a maximum of 1.0. Nodes only have to exchange PUT values within a 2-
hop neighborhood. Assuming a Unit Disk Graph model for ad hoc networks, exchanging
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PUT values up to 2-hops avoids collisions due to "hidden terminals" and it allows slot
reuse after 2-hops. In addition, exchanging PUT values allows the MAC protocol to adapt
effectively to the varying throughput requirements of each node.
8.1.4.1 Dynamic Slot Allocation
This section describes a simple distributed algorithm that dynamically allocates collision-
free unicast-transmit slots within a 2-hop neighborhood. Besides its simplicity, a key
feature of the algorithm is that it is energy-efficient and it does not require nodes to
exchange traffic schedules. In addition, the algorithm attempts to achieve max-min
fairness for an arbitrary number of node requirements. An algorithm is max-min fair if it
maximizes the minimum allocation to a node whose requirement is not fully satisfied.
The algorithm is composed of two cooperating parts - a controller and an allocator
(Figure 7). The controller adapts to the throughput requirements of a node and allocator is
responsible for the actual allocation of slots to match the requirement. A node's
throughput requirement, req, is conveniently expressible as a request ratio. For example,
if a node sets its req to 0.2, it is essentially requesting 2 slots in every 10 slots for unicast-
transmit. The actual ratio of slots received by the node depends on the req values of other
nodes in its 2-hop neighborhood. Although the optimal allocation of slots such that
throughput is always maximized in TDMA networks is NP-hard [22,23,27], the controller
attempts to maximize network throughput by allowing nodes to transfer unused slots to
other nodes that need extra slots. Transferred slots can later be requested for by simply
manipulating the req input to the controller.
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Slot Allocation Algorithm:
N <- nodeid of all nodes within 2-hops
PUT <- PUT of all nodes within 2-hops
my-nodeid <-No
for( x=O; x < w; x++)
R +- V i, set of random numbers chosen by Nifor slot x
S <-V i, set of i's s.t Ri ; PUTi
// Case 1
if( ISI == 1)
y = So
winner <- N,
// Case 2
else if(ISI > 1)
R <- V i, set of random number chosen by Sifor slot x
y <- Si s.t Ri = max(R)
winner +- N,
// Case 3
else
R +- V i, set of random numbers chosen by Ni for slot x
winner <- Ni s.t Ri = max(R)
/ Assign Slot
if ( winner == my-nodeid)
slots +-I
else
slot <- 0
end
Figure 8: Dynamic slot allocation algorithm for w slots. Each slot, x, is assigned to at most one node within a 2-
hop neighborhood.
The algorithm shown in Figure 8 generates a collision-free unicast transmission schedule
S at each node for a specified number of slots, w. For all slots x, at most one node assigns
x to itself if it is deemed the winner of that slot. The probability of winning a slot x,
E[Sx], is shown in Figure 9.
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Let S be the transmission schedule generated by the slot allocator for node i, and for slots
x = 1, 2 ... w define
Sx= 1 if slot x is allocated to node i
= 0 otherwise
E[Sx] = 1 * P(Sx = 1) + 0 * P(Sx=O)
= P(Sx=])
The event Sx = 1 occurs under the following cases:
Case 1: Single potential winner
Node i wins the slot and all n-i neighbors (up to 2-hops) of i lose the slot.
This happens with probability PUTi * H (1-PUTj)
je i.nbrs
.-.P = PUTi * H (i-PUTj)
j e i.nbrs
Case 2: Multiple potential winners
Node i wins the slot together with m = 1 to n-i neighbors (up to 2-hops).
This happens with probability
n-I n-D
PUT* I I *ZI (PUT1) *1I (I-PUT;)
M=1 jE m je m
The slot is assigned randomly from the set of m potential winners including i
n-1 
-
.. P2 = PUTi*Z n- * *H (PUT) *HI (i-PUT)
m=1 )E M je m
Case 3: No potential winners
Neither node i nor its neighbors (up to 2-hops) win the slot.
This happens with probability (1-PUTi) * H (1-PUTj)
je i.nbrs
The slot is assigned randomly from the set n of nodes in 2-hop neighborhood
-P3 - *(-PUTi)* H (i-PUT)
jEi.nbrs
E[Sx] = P (Sx = 1) = PI + P 2 + P3
Figure 9: Analysis of dynamic slot allocation algorithm.
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The controller uses a max-min fair algorithm to determine the appropriate PUT value for
a particular req input at each node. For every 2-hop neighborhood N, if CN= 1.0 is the
capacity of N, the following constraints exist on the vector PUT = fPUTi I i e NJ at each
node.
PUT, >0 V ie N
(1)
ZPUTi CN V ie N
ie N
A vector of PUT values satisfying these constraints is said to be efficient. In addition, a
vector of PUT values is said to be max-min fair if it is efficient, and for each node i in N,
PUT cannot be increased while maintaining efficiency without decreasing PUT for some
other node j # i for which PUTj 5 PUT [9,10].
The input to the allocator at each node i is a vector of PUT values of all the nodes within
i's 2-hop neighborhood including i and the output is a transmission schedule S. The
algorithm for generating S is shown in Figure 8. The unicast transmission schedule S can
be visualized as a sequence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) Bernoulli
random variables where each slot a node, i, can transmit in has a value of "1" with
probability E[S,]i and "0" otherwise (Figure 9). Since every slot is assigned to i with
probability E[S,]i, E[S]i also represents the ratio of slots assigned to i.
The allocation error ei = E[Sji - reqi. The value of e at each node can either be positive,
negative, or zero depending on the node's req and the reqs of other nodes within a 2-hop
neighborhood. The value of e may be useful to applications since it affects throughput
and latency. A negative value of e means that the controller cannot meet the node's
current req for slots while a non-negative value of e means req has been met. The total
sum of reqs within a 2-hop neighborhood is unknown to the controller, however, the
controller can determine whether the sum exceeds 1.0 or not by evaluating:
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li=1.0-[ reqi+ ZPUTi] (2)
jei.nbrs
The value of 1 represents either an overload, or underload of reqs within the
neighborhood. There is a close relation between the values of e and 1. e is a local error
measure while 1 is a property of the neighborhood. The controller at each node uses 1 to
determine the state of the neighborhood.
Overload State:
A controller detects overload when the value of 1 within its 2-hop neighborhood of size n
is negative. Overload means there is more demand for transmission slots than is
physically available. This also implies that the current request for the allocation of slots is
inefficient. To correct this, the controller attempts to ensure efficiency by setting PUTi to
the output of the max-min fair algorithm for node i. When a controller detects a change in
its PUT, it immediately updates its neighbors (up to 2-hops) with the current value so that
other controllers can adapt their PUT values. Figure 10 shows in 2D how a controller
adapts to overload by moving a point P2 that is otherwise inefficient and unfair to P21 that
is both efficient and fair. When 1 is negative, controllers make the necessary adjustments
to ensure that PUT values approach the Efficiency Line.
Underload State:
A controller detects underload when the value of 1 within a 2-hop neighborhood of size n
is greater than or equal to 0. A positive 1 value implies that there are un-requested slots
available for use. In this case, PUT; = reqj, and this is also the initial state of the
controller. The max-min fair algorithm used by the controller ensures that a node's req is
always met when there is underload. After meeting the node's req, the allocator assigns
an additional k=l/n unicast-transmit slots within the neighborhood to each node. There is
no energy cost associated with assigning these extra transmission slots since unicast-
transmit slots do not determine when the Hail radio is turned "on" as shown earlier in
Figure 6. In addition, allocating these additional slots is an optimization that helps to
reduce packet latency as they serve as a buffer of slots for handling temporary spikes in
network traffic.
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Figure 10: The controller adapts PUT values towards the Efficiency Line when there is overload.
8.1.5 Scheduling and Slot Rules
After generating the prescribed set of schedules, a node must follow these scheduling
rules to determine when it can either transmit or receive data.
1. A node is expected to have its Hail receiver "on" and ready to receive data in:
0 Slots marked as "1" for its unicast-receive schedule.
* Slots marked as "1" for any of its neighbor's broadcast-transmit schedule.
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2. A node can send broadcast traffic in:
0 Slots marked as "1" for its broadcast-transmit schedule
3. A node can send unicast traffic to any neighbor in:
* Slots marked as "1" for its unicast-transmit schedule and also marked as "1" for
any of its neighbor's unicast-receive schedule
Since unicast-receive, broadcast-transmit, and unicast-transmit slots are assigned
independently using the PRNG, it is possible for a single slot to be "1" for both unicast-
receive and broadcast-transmit. To resolve conflicts of this nature, all nodes in the
network must follow an additional set of rules.
1. If a node i has a broadcast-transmit slot, all neighbors of i have to be in receive
mode ready to accept data from node i (i.e. broadcast-transmit slots always
preempt unicast-transmit and unicast-receive slots)
2. If node i has a broadcast-transmit slot, but it does not have any broadcast data to
send, then it is permissible for node i to send unicast data since all of node i's
neighbors are awake and ready to receive a packet from i.
3. If a node i has a unicast-transmit slot and it has a packet to send to node j which
indicates a unicast-receive slot, i will send the packet to j even if the slot is a
unicast-receive slot for node i as well. (i.e. unicast-transmit has precedence over
unicast-receive)
8.2 Node Throughput
Node throughput is essentially a measure of successful unicast transmissions achievable
by a node in the network. In each assigned unicast-transmit slot, a node can only transmit
data to a neighbor that is awake within the same slot. Hence, a node's throughput
depends on how often it gets to transmit data, E[SJ], and how often its neighbors are
awake to receive data, PUR. Given that transmit and reception schedules are independent,
the throughput of a directed link lij between a node pair (i, j) is (E[Sj]i * PUR). The link
throughput is equivalent to the probability of a successful transmission from i to j.
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Therefore, the minimum-throughput link along the path from a source S to a destination
D determines the throughput of a multi-hop path within the network. A node's throughput
is often less than the sum of its outgoing link throughput; this is because in any given
slot, a node uses at most one outgoing link to transmit data. Thus, the node throughput C,
is the probability of a successful transmission on any outgoing link from i.
If PURj is the probability that a neighborj of i is awake in any slot, then the event A that
at least one neighbor of i is awake in any slot has probability
P(A)=1- fJ (1-PURj) (4)
jei.nbrs
Since every slot is assigned to i with probability E[S]i,
Ci = E[Sxji * P(A) (5)
When offered load is high, the MAC maximizes throughput at the expense of increased
energy consumption. On the other hand, when offered load is low, the MAC minimizes
energy consumption at the expense of decreased throughput. These trade offs are
necessary to achieve both high performance and low energy usage as network conditions
change. The MAC determines how often nodes get to transmit and receive data by
adjusting probability thresholds PUT and PUR respectively. The MAC adjusts a node's
throughput by either increasing or decreasing the capacity on any one of the node's
outgoing links subject to certain constraints. The PUT is efficiency and fairness
constrained while the PUR is energy constrained. The capacity of a directed link between
a node pair i and j can be increased by unilaterally increasing PUR. Higher PUR values
increase the energy consumed by a node because the Hail radio listens for data in more
slots. Unlike PUR, changing PUT values involves coordination with other nodes to
ensure collision free transmission.
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When offered load is high and every node has lots of data to send to all of its neighbors,
the MAC adapts the PUR at each node to a maximum value of 1.0. Similarly, the
distributed algorithm for allocating slots ensures that each node in a 2-hop neighborhood
of size n gets E[Sl] =1/n of the slots available for unicast transmission. Given that each
node has values of 1.0 and 1/n for PUR and E[S,] respectively, the resulting throughput
at each node is 1/n, which is asymptotically optimal. The throughput vs. energy tradeoff
for low offered load is slightly complex because the goal is to minimize energy while
maintaining reasonable throughput. When offered load is low, the MAC adapts PUR to
very small values to conserve energy. Smaller PUR values decrease the energy consumed
by a node because the Hail radio listens for data in fewer slots. In addition, smaller PUR
values reduce node throughput as shown in (5). The reduction in node throughput is
compounded by the restriction that nodes can only transmit data in assigned slots to
ensure collision free access. One optimization is to relax the efficiency and fairness
constraint when offered load is low and to allow nodes to send data in any slot to a
neighbor that is awake in the same slot. In this case, E[S,] = 1.0 and a node's throughput
is only bounded by how often its neighbors are awake.
Ci = O (1 - f (1 - PURj)) (6)
jei.nbrs
Note that this is an upper bound on the achievable throughput since packet transmissions
are no longer collision free. However, when offered load low, allowing nodes to send
data in any slot to a neighbor that is awake is a reasonable optimization since collisions
are less likely when nodes have very little traffic to send.
8.3 Synchronization
Energy is a premium resource in wireless ad hoc and sensor networks. Consequently,
most energy-efficient MAC protocols use TDMA and attempt to conserve energy by duty
cycling the receiver since the "on" time of the receiver usually dominates the total energy
consumed by the node. However, the success of any energy conserving TDMA based
MAC protocol is highly dependent on maintaining accurate synchronization between
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neighboring nodes in the network. To achieve synchronization, some TDMA based MAC
protocols in wireless networks either use time synchronization protocols with high
synchronization message overhead or assume that nodes have access to an external time
source such as Global Positioning Satellite (GPS). While GPS is very accurate and
provides close to perfect timing, it is not an energy-efficient solution and it requires that
nodes have access to the clear skies. Since one cannot always guarantee access to the
clear skies for all network deployments, dependence on GPS is by no means desirable.
Synchronization is a continuous and not a one-time process because clocks have different
oscillator frequencies that cause relative drift over time. Relative drift causes slot
misalignment; resulting in collisions and significant loss of data. The other result of
inaccurate synchronization in duty cycling networks is that nodes will wakeup to transmit
and receive at the wrong time. This may continue indefinitely even under very low traffic
load until the nodes run out of power. The following sections discuss some
synchronization techniques applicable to wireless ad hoc and sensor networks.
8.3.1 Time Synchronization
Assuming that each node in the ad hoc network has a hardware clock that runs at the rate
of real time with some bounded drift and a logical clock that can be updated based on its
hardware clock and a set of external messages, time synchronization seeks to synchronize
the logical clocks of all nodes in the ad hoc network. Several schemes exist for achieving
time synchronization in wireless networks [11,14,17,21]. One example, RBS, is a scheme
in which nodes send reference beacons to their neighbors using physical layer broadcasts.
The key to using reference beacons is the assumption that the physical channel has a
propagation delay close to 0. The RBS algorithm has two phases. In the first phase, a
transmitter broadcasts a reference beacon to a set of receivers that record the arrival time
of the reference beacon according to their local clocks. In the second phase, the receivers
exchange their observations of the reference beacon to determine the relative phase offset
between their clocks. Even though RBS achieves accurate synchronization to within a
few microseconds, the additional message overhead for the second phase is considerably
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high since it requires O(n 2) messages to synchronize n nodes. Besides consuming energy,
these synchronization messages may actually affect performance by reducing the
throughput available to applications.
8.3.2 Slot Synchronization
This section discusses slot synchronization that is an alternative to time synchronization
schemes such as RBS. In a TDMA network with fixed slot sizes, requiring time
synchronization between all nodes may not be necessary. Instead, a weaker requirement,
slot synchronization, should be sufficient. Slot synchronization has significantly less
message overhead and is better suited for multi-hop network environments. The slot
synchronization problem is different from the traditional time synchronization problem.
While the latter aims at synchronizing logical time between all nodes in the network
within a certain degree of accuracy, the former aims at synchronizing the slot boundaries
of every node with its neighbors within some accuracy [13]. Thus, slot synchronization is
mainly useful for MAC protocols and less suitable for application specific requirements
such as distributed detection of timed of events. Instead of executing and then deriving
slot synchronization from a time synchronization protocol, the MAC component in this
research adopts an alternative approach that attempts to achieve slot synchronization
directly. That is, nodes may have different hardware and logical clock readings or even
slot numbers, but they all share a consistent view of when slots begin. The slot alignment
property allows slot synchronization protocols to have simpler design, less
synchronization message overhead, and faster synchronization convergence time.
8.3.2.1 Slot Alignment
Figure 11 shows how a node B aligns its slots to another node A upon reception of a
packet from A. First, assume that each slot has a fixed size of d real time units. Also,
assume that node A sends a packet to node B in real time TA from MACA and node B
receives the packet in real time TB in MACB. When node B receives the packet in MACB, it
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Figure 11: Node B aligns its slot boundary to Node A upon reception of a message from Node A. is the slot
boundary skew between A and B.
updates its logical clock LBto its current hardware clock value HB. Assume that TB - TA =
delayAB is the delay from when the packet was sent from MACA to when it was received
in MACB. Since TA and TB are unknown, MACB can alternatively calculate delayAB using
delay timestamps. Assuming a 0 propagation delay, delayAB = delayA + delayB where
delayA is the time taken for the packet to travel from MACA to PHYA and delayB is the
time taken for the packet to travel from PHYB to MACB. delayA and delayB can be
calculated using A and B's hardware clocks respectively. If PHYA sends delayA to node B
together with the packet from node A, MACB can easily calculate delayAB. If A and B
believe that the current slot number in real time TA and TB is SA and SB respectively, the
goal is to align the beginning of slots SA and SB with respect to real time TA. To achieve
this, node B on receiving in slot SB a packet sent from node A in slot SA adjusts LB such
that LB - delayAB corresponds to the beginning of slot SB. If slots SA and SB are aligned in
real time TA, then SA + 1 and SB + 1 will also be aligned in real time TA + d.
Assuming a 0 clock drift between nodes A and B, a one-time alignment of B's slot
boundary to A's boundary would guarantee that V i>O, slots SA + i and SB+ i will also be
aligned in real time TA + i*d. In reality, A and B's clocks are likely to drift further apart
as i increases. Relative clock drift causes slot boundaries to misalign, thus requiring A
and B to realign their slot boundaries periodically. The key to slot alignment is that nodes
align their slots in real time using delay timestamps without synchronizing their clocks.
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(a)
Figure 12: (a) Tree-based slot synchronization - the root node disseminates slot boundary
information throughout the entire network (b) peer-to-peer slot synchronization- neighboring nodes
apply a common filter function to converge at a common slot boundary.
8.3.2.2 Problem and Design Parameters
A definition of the slot synchronization problem is as follows: Assuming that nodes have
bounded communication frequency and are equipped with hardware clocks that have
bounded drift, slot synchronization requires that the communication frequency and other
network parameters bound the worst-case slot boundary skew between two neighboring
nodes. This section lists some design parameters for slot synchronization in duty cycling
wireless ad hoc and sensor networks. It also describes a family of slot synchronization
schemes for achieving the desired balance between accuracy, energy-efficiency, and fault
tolerance. The family of slot synchronization schemes comprises tree-based and peer-to-
peer schemes. In general, tree-based schemes converge fast with a high probability to
within a certain accuracy bound while peer-to-peer schemes have nice fault tolerant
properties desirable in tactical military networks. The slot synchronization schemes
described here are energy-efficient because they do not generate additional messages and
they depend solely on required message exchanges (heartbeats and or routing updates)
between nodes to achieve and maintain synchronization.
Important design criteria for slot synchronization schemes include:
* Synchronization accuracy: The worst-case skew between the slot boundaries of
any two neighboring nodes. Slot boundary skew directly affects the choice of slot
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(b)
guard times. Smaller guard times reduce energy consumption because nodes turn
their receivers "on" for a shorter duration.
" Synchronization convergence time: The time taken for all nodes in the network to
achieve slot synchronization.
" Energy-efficiency: The number and frequency of broadcast messages needed to
achieve and maintain slot synchronization.
* Fault-tolerance: The ability of the slot synchronization algorithm to handle node
failures and the addition of new nodes to the network.
8.3.2.3 Tree-based Slot Synchronization
Tree-based slot synchronization schemes attempt to create and maintain a
synchronization tree that is essentially a topological sub graph of the underlining network
graph. This topological sub graph is often a rooted tree constructed dynamically by the
slot synchronization algorithm. Once the synchronization tree is determined, the root
node distributes slot boundary information along the edges of the tree via intermediate
nodes to the leaf nodes. A node aligns its slot boundary to that of its predecessor node in
the synchronization tree upon receiving a message from the latter. By near-optimally
choosing the synchronization tree (e.g. Minimum Hop Level Spanning tree or its
approximation, a Breadth First Search (BFS) tree) the worst-case slot boundary skew
between neighbors can provably be reduced [13,16]. Synchronization trees can be
constructed using Link State Updates or Heartbeat beacons.
1. Synchronization Tree using Link State Updates
This scheme uses cross-layer information between the Routing and MAC components to
achieve slot synchronization between nodes in an ad hoc network. This scheme is not
only simple and easy to implement, but it also energy-efficient because it achieves slot
synchronization without introducing any new messages or additional overhead in addition
to the underlining routing protocol overhead. A suitable routing protocol for this cross-
layering scheme is a link state routing protocol. In link state routing protocols, nodes
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flood information about the state of the links to their neighbors throughout the network.
Every node receives a copy of the link state updates and independently creates a topology
of the entire network. Since link state protocols send link state updates only when the
state of a link changes, they tend to conserve network bandwidth and energy during
periods of network stability. Besides energy and bandwidth conservation, some other nice
properties of link state routing protocols useful for slot synchronization include
avoidance of loop-forming routes, and minimal convergence time. Once the routing
protocol has converged and each node has a consistent view of the network topology, the
next step is to assign parents to each node in the network by constructing a shallow
spanning tree of the network rooted at all sources. The shallowest such spanning tree can
be used to optimally assign parents that minimize slot boundary skew from the root to
any node. A child node aligns its slot upon reception of a message from its parent. The
root node by definition has no parent and so it defines the slot boundary for the entire
network. Computing multiple spanning trees may be computationally intensive so for
average case topologies, constructing one BFS tree rooted at the most connected node
should yield similar results.
2. Synchronization Tree using Heartbeat Beacons
In ad hoc networks that use routing protocols other than link state, it is possible to
construct a synchronization tree using heartbeat beacons only. The algorithm described
here uses heartbeat beacons to achieve slot synchronization and is similar to FTSP [28].
Here, a designated or elected root node drives the process of achieving slot
synchronization within the network by means of periodic heartbeats that contain a
sequence number. Only the root node increments this sequence number before sending a
heartbeat. Each non-root node keeps track of the largest sequence number it has heard
about and rebroadcasts this sequence number in its heartbeat. On receiving a heartbeat
from a neighbor, a node compares its sequence number to that reported by the neighbor.
If the neighbor reports a larger sequence number, the receiving node adopts the larger
sequence number and aligns its slot boundary to that neighbor. Aligning slots to
neighbors that report larger sequence numbers achieves slot synchronization along the
edges of a minimum-delay spanning tree from the root to all leaf nodes. In this case, the
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Table 1: Tradeoff Matrix for Slot Synchronization Schemes
Scheme Advantages Disadvantages
Tree-based + High synchronization accuracy for near- - Generally not fault tolerant. Issues such
optimal sync-trees; especially if the root is as node failure, mobility, or even new
chosen to be the graph center. nodes joining the network can perturb
+ Energy efficient for near-optimal sync- the existing tree and induce sync-errors.
trees because fewer nodes perform local - Protocol overhead of maintaining a
broadcast. sync-tree can increase energy
+ Fast convergence. Once an optimal sync- consumption.
tree has been constructed, slot alignment - Generally does not scale well with
can begin immediately upon reception of a extremely large networks.
message from a predecessor node. - Distributed sync-tree construction and
+ Reusability. In networks where node root election in large networks
faults are rare, using an optimal sync-tree introduces additional protocol
for maintenance reduces message overhead complexity.
and saves energy.
+ Mathematical analysis is relatively easy.
Peer-to-Peer + Fault tolerant. Therefore, mobility or - Average sync-error may be high
nodes joining and leaving the network has depending on the network topology.
little effect on the synchronized state of the - Longer convergence time.
network. -Less synchronization accuracy. High
+ No root election, tree computation or synchronization accuracy can be
maintenance. Scalable to larger networks. achieved by increasing the frequency of
+ Relatively easier to implement. local broadcasts; but this increases
+ Energy efficient because protocol energy consumption.
overhead is kept to an absolute minimum. - Mathematical analysis and proving
properties of optimal filter functions is
difficult.
synchronization tree formed is extremely dynamic since is a modulated by the natural
heartbeat rate of the nodes in the network.
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8.3.2.4 Peer-to-Peer Slot Synchronization
This class of slot synchronization schemes explores the entire topological graph and do
not impose a sub graph as a basis for slot synchronization. The goal remains the same for
every node- to achieve consensus on slot boundaries with its neighbors. To achieve slot
synchronization, a node maintains the current pair wise slot boundary skew between itself
and its neighbors. It then applies a filter function (such as mean, median, max etc.) to this
vector of values and then aligns its slot boundary according to the output of the filter.
The peer-to-peer scheme described above may take a while to converge depending on the
choice of filter function and network size. Unlike tree-based schemes, peer-to-peer
schemes are robust and fault tolerant since there is no notion of a root node within the
network. In addition, slot alignment can begin immediately upon reception of a message
without waiting for the formation of a tree structure. Peer-to-peer schemes, on the
contrary, have longer synchronization convergence time and they may require a higher
broadcast frequency to synchronize every node in the network accurately (Table 1). In
addition, it is likely that a particular filter function has good convergence properties in
dense networks but poor convergence properties in other networks. The challenge with
peer-to-peer schemes is figuring out filter functions that are appropriate for arbitrary
network topologies and what the tradeoffs are.
8.3.2.5 Analysis
This section analyzes the worst-case slot boundary skew between neighboring nodes in
the tree-based and peer-to-peer slot synchronization schemes described earlier. The
worst-case slot boundary skew between neighboring nodes is particularly important
because it determines the size of the chosen guard time between slots for the entire
network. The synchronization model used for the analysis is similar to that proposed in
[20]. The main characteristics of the model are that clocks have bounded drift and
message exchanges are reliable. In addition, it assumes that uncertainty due to
propagation and other operational delays are negligible compared to clock drift. In duty
cycling networks where nodes rarely transmit data, this is a reasonable assumption since
relative clock drift between nodes dominates clock skew. The model further assumes that
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Figure 13: P2 aligns its slot to pi without coordinating with p3 thus increasing the slot boundary skew
between P2 and P3.
nodes have bounded communication frequency. This means that a node communicates
with each neighbor at least once every T time units. Lastly, the hop distance, d, is a
distance measure between nodes and the network diameter, D, is the maximal hop
distance within the network.
[15,20] prove that for any synchronization algorithm with a lower bound on the rate of
increase of every node's logical clock, the clock skew between neighboring nodes is
Q(T logD) where D is the maximal hop distance and T is a bound on the communication
frequency between nodes. This fundamental result means that the clock skew between
neighboring nodes is not a local property since it depends on the size of the network. This
lower bound applies to slot synchronization since slot boundaries that are analogous to
logical clocks increase at the rate of the hardware clock after a slot alignment. The tree-
based and peer-to-peer slot synchronization schemes described in this report achieve a
slot boundary skew between neighboring nodes that can be significantly larger than the
proven lower bound. Both schemes presented achieve a worst-case slot boundary skew of
O(TD) between neighboring nodes. The actual slot boundary skew is larger because
nodes align their slots boundaries without coordinating with all of their neighbors. The
peer-to-peer scheme is likely to have better slot boundary skew on average since it
involves some coordination although not explicit. Explicit coordination requires
additional messages that minimize the slot boundary skew between neighboring nodes at
the cost of energy-efficiency.
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To prove the worst case slot boundary skew between neighboring nodes in the slot
synchronization schemes described above, assume a line of n nodes p, ... pn where there
is an undirected edge pij between nodes pi and pj V i, j and j-i = 1 and pj aligns its slot to
pi on receiving a message from pi. Assume that Rij, which is O(T), represents the real time
units that have elapsed since pj last aligned its slot to pi. Since pj aligns its slot to pi
without coordinating with pj.J, it is possible to create an execution where Rij > RJik for k
and i=1... n and j=2.. .n-1. As a result, neighboring nodes pi and p can have a slot
boundary skew of O(TD) as shown in Figure 13.
The worst-case slot boundary skew lasts for only O(T) real time units and it implies that
slot guard times need to be at most O(TD) to guarantee collision free transmissions
between neighboring nodes. However, larger guard times result in unnecessary idle
listening at the beginning of each slot thus increasing the total energy consumed by a
node. In reality, the expected slot boundary skew between neighboring nodes is smaller
than the proven upper bound since the pseudo-random MAC protocol randomizes packet
transmissions. Randomized packet transmission minimizes the probability of occurrence
of a decreasing sequence of Rij's that result in the worst-case slot boundary skew.
9 System Design Details
This section describes detailed operation of each MAC subsystem and the interactions
and interfaces between MAC subsystems as shown in Figure 2. In the actual
implementation, each MAC subsystem runs as a separate thread that communicates with
other threads via an Interprocess Communications (IPC) mechanism.
9.1 Outgoing Over the Air (OTA) Data
Outgoing OTA data originates from two places:
" Applications.
" Neighbor Discovery (ND) subsystem within the MAC component.
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The following steps describe how the MAC component handles outgoing OTA data.
1. The Data Link Lower Layer (DLLL) looks at the next-hop and type of service (TOS)
of the outgoing OTA data buffer to determine the appropriate queue to enqueue the
buffer.
2. When a transmission slot comes up, DLLL peeks (obtains a reference without
dequeuing) the appropriate queue for a packet to a next-hop that is listening within
the same slot.
3. If a packet is found, DLLL updates the transmit status of that buffer to "transmitting",
and sends the OTA data buffer to Mac State.
4. Mac State implements the appropriate MAC protocol (e.g. Hail-Hack-Data-Ack).
The MAC protocol includes all or a subset of the following: waking up the Hail
radio, sending a Hail, waiting for a Hail-Ack, waking up the Data Radio, sending the
OTA data buffer, waiting for a Data-Ack, and finally putting the Hail and Data radios
to sleep. Mac State sends all messages, including the Hail and the OTA data buffer to
the appropriate PHY.
5. Mac State waits for the Data radio to respond with an "transmit status". The "transmit
status" indicates whether the Data radio transmitted the OTA data successfully or not.
Mac State forwards the "transmit status" to DLLL.
6. Depending on the "transmit status", DLLL will either release the OTA data buffer or
leave it in the queue for re-transmission in the next available slot.
9.2 Incoming OTA Data
Incoming OTA data originates from only one place - the Data radio. Incoming OTA data
traces the following steps within the MAC component.
1. DLLL wakes up at the beginning of the slot to listen for a packet from a particular
neighbor. It informs Mac State that the slot is a receive slot.
2. Mac State then sends a command to wakeup the Hail radio. The command also
directs the Hail radio to listen on a particular frequency during the Hail mini-slot.
3. If the Hail radio receives a Hail message, it sends it to Mac State.
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4. If the received Hail indicates a broadcast packet or a unicast packet to the
receiving node, Mac State enables the Data radio to receive the subsequent Data
in the Data slot. If the sender requests a Hail-Ack, Mac State sends the Hail-Ack
before enabling the Data radio to receive.
5. If the Data radio receives Data in the Data slot, it sends the received OTA data
buffer to Mac State. Mac State sends the received OTA data buffer to DLLL and
Acks the packet if the sender requests one.
6. DLLL looks at the header information in the received OTA data buffer to decide
whether the data is either a heartbeat beacon for ND or a data packet for an
application.
9.3 Data Link Lower Layer
The Data Link Lower Layer (DLLL) subsystem acts as the scheduler and OTA data
buffer dispatcher within the MAC component. DLLL also runs a set of predefined rules
on the wakeup schedules generated by Neighbor Discovery (ND) to determine the
appropriate action for each slot. For example, if a slot is a unicast-receive slot of a
neighbor and a node can transmit within the same slot, DLLL will retrieve the highest
priority unicast packet to that neighbor and sends it down to Mac State for transmission.
If a neighbor's requirements for slot allocation changes (by adjusting probability
thresholds), ND provides DLLL with an updated wakeup schedule for that neighbor.
9.3.1 Detailed Description
More specifically, DLLL does the following:
* Receives schedules from the ND subsystem.
" Receives OTA data buffers from ND or applications and enqueues them on the
appropriate next-hop queue.
" For each slot, decides whether to sleep, transmit, or receive a packet based on the
wakeup schedules and slot rules.
" Accurately schedules the wakeup timer to wakeup on slot boundaries.
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" Handles transmission of all OTA data buffers and if a transmission fails for some
reason, it retries a configurable number of attempts.
" Analyzes received OTA data from Mac State and dispatches heartbeat beacons
and other data to ND and applications respectively. For each received OTA data
buffer, DLLL generates a link trace record using the in-band RSSI information
provided by the PHY. DLLL sends the link trace record to LC.
9.3.2 Interfaces
The following interfaces exist between DLLL and other MAC components:
" Receive an IPC containing wakeup schedules from ND. This IPC contains the
wakeup schedules for a node and all of its neighbors. Upon reception of this IPC,
DLLL reschedules the wakeup timer to match the new schedules.
" Receive an IPC containing an outgoing OTA data buffer. This IPC contains the
outgoing OTA data buffer that DLLL enqueues in the appropriate next-hop queue for
later transmission.
" Receive an IPC containing the transmit status of an outgoing OTA data buffer from
Mac State. This IPC contains the OTA data buffer with an updated "transmit status"
field. Upon reception on this IPC, DLLL either retries or releases the buffer
depending on the "transmit status".
" Receive an IPC containing an incoming OTA data buffer from Mac State. This IPC
contains the incoming OTA data buffer.
* Send an IPC containing a received OTA data buffer to either ND or an application.
This IPC contains the incoming OTA data buffer. DLLL sends ND heartbeat beacons
to ND and all other OTA data buffers to applications.
" Send an IPC containing a link trace record to LC. This IPC contains the in-band
information (e.g. RSSI) indicated by the PHY for all incoming OTA data buffers.
* Send an IPC containing an outgoing OTA data buffer to Mac State. This IPC
contains the OTA data buffer data received from either ND or an application.
" Send an IPC containing a receive command to Mac State. DLLL sends this IPC to
Mac State when it expects to receive data in a particular slot.
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9.4 Mac State
The Mac State subsystem executes the low-level MAC protocol for transmitting and
receiving OTA data. The low level MAC protocol typically involves both Hail and Data
radios. When Mac State receives an OTA data buffer from DLLL, it implements the
MAC protocol specified by DLLL for that OTA data buffer. The MAC protocol indicates
whether to use a Hail, Hail-Ack, and or Data-Ack for a particular packet transmission.
Mac State is also responsible for transitioning the radios to the appropriate state before
and after each packet transmission or reception. Mac State sends all received OTA data
buffers to DLLL. Note that data received from the Hail radio is processed and handled
within Mac State, and is not sent up to DLLL.
More specifically, Mac State performs the following tasks:
" Implements the low level MAC protocol for transmission and reception of OTA
data (i.e. Hail, Hail-Ack, Data, and Data-Ack) where Hail-Ack and Data-Ack are
optional.
" Interfaces with the PHY component by implementing the PHY Interface Control
Document (ICD) for communicating with both Hail and Data Radios.
" Controls and manages the state of the PHY component.
" Accepts outgoing OTA data buffers from DLLL.
" Sends incoming OTA data buffers received from the Data radio to DLLL.
9.4.1 Detailed Description
Figure 14 shows the low-level protocol for sending and receiving OTA data. Consider a
node A, which has a packet for a next-hop node B. Node A first calculates the next
wakeup slot, x, for node B (i.e. the next time node B's Hail receiver will be "on"). Node A
then sleeps until slot x arrives (perhaps waking up in between to send packets to other
nodes). In slot x, when B turns on its Hail receiver during the Hail mini-slot, A sends a
Hail packet to B. Appendix B shows the packet format for the Hail data. The Hail radio
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repeats the Hail data across a set of H tones, where H is typically a small value (e.g. 5).
Repeating the Hail data across a set of tones increases the likelihood of delivering the
Hail data even in the presence of frequency selective fading.
The source address field in the Hail packet is useful for situations where multiple Hails
arrive at a destination node. In this case, the node sends a Hail-Ack to a particular node
indicating which transmitter gets to send. The optional CRC field is useful for verifying
the integrity of the Hail data. A node sets the "Want Hail-Ack bit" to verify that the
receiving node is actually awake before it sends the OTA data buffer via the Data radio.
The downside with requesting the Hail-Ack is that it consumes additional energy. The
Hail-Ack also eats into the Data slot thus reducing the size of the available Data slot.
A node usually requests a Hail-Ack if:
" There has been a recent loss of Data or Data-Ack (i.e. the current OTA data buffer
is a retransmission) to the destination node.
" There is mobility or other instability within the network.
" It has not heard from the destination node for over a long period.
If the sender requests a Hail-Ack and it fails to receive a Hail-Ack from destination node,
the sender does not send the Data packet. Instead, the sender calculates the next time the
destination node will be listening and it waits until that time to resend a Hail.
Appendix B shows the packet format for the Hail-Ack. The power level field in the Hail-
Ack describes the amount of excess power received by the destination and therefore the
sender decreases the transmit power of the OTA data packet by this amount. The excess
power is also used to determine the transmit power for the Hail-Ack. The code rate
describes the rate that the destination wants the sender to use for the following OTA data
packet. If a Hail does not request a Hail-Ack, the OTA data packet immediately follows
the Hail. Mac State sends the OTA data packet using the code rate and power specified in
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Figure 14: Low-level MAC protocol and slot timing (50 ms slot size)
either the Hail or the Hail-Ack. If the Hail does not request a Hail-Ack, Mac State uses
the code rate and power specified in the Hail otherwise it uses the values in the Hail-Ack
instead.
Appendix B shows the header format of the OTA data packet. Some fields of interest in
the OTA Data packet header include:
" Want-Data-Ack. This bit indicates whether the sender wants the destination to
acknowledge reception of the OTA data packet. If the Want-Data-Ack bit is set, the
destination node immediately sends a Data-Ack upon reception of the Data packet.
" DD Seq #, TOS, and the DD Reset. DLLL uses these bits for duplicate detection of
unicast packets.
* Slot number. As nodes do not have an agreement on an epoch or other global slot-
numbering scheme, the slot number is useful for calculating slot offsets between
nodes. A node can accurately predict the slot number of any node using its own slot
number and the slot offset between them.
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9.4.2 Interfaces
The Mac State subsystem interfaces to DLLL and the PHY as follows.
* Receive an IPC containing an outgoing OTA data buffer from DLLL. This IPC
contains an OTA data buffer to the Data radio. The IPC also specifies the desired
MAC protocol for the packet transmission.
" Receive an IPC containing data from the PHY. This catchall IPC handles all
messages from the PHY component. The messages include responses to radio specific
commands defined in the PHY ICD (e.g. Radio State Transition Acks, Transmit
Acks, and Reset Acks etc.), Data and Data-Acks received by the Data radio, and also,
Hail and Hail-Acks received by the Hail radio.
" Send an IPC containing an incoming OTA data buffer to DLLL. This IPC contains an
OTA data buffer received by the Data radio.
" Send an IPC containing the OTA data buffer transmit status to DLLL. This IPC
contains the OTA data buffer with an updated "transmit status" field.
" Send an IPC containing data to the PHY. This catchall IPC handles all messages to
the PHY component. The messages include radio specific commands defined in the
PHY ICD (e.g. Radio State Transition, Reset, Transmit, and Reboot etc.), Data and
Data-Acks to the Data radio, and also, Hail and Hail-Acks to the Hail radio.
9.5 Neighbor Discovery
The ND subsystem performs the following general functions:
" Neighbor Discovery - Determines 1-hop neighbors and monitors the link-state to
each neighbor.
" Wakeup Scheduling - Generates transmission and reception schedules.
" Slot Synchronization - Synchronizes slots between neighbors using a defined slot
synchronization scheme.
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The ND subsystem performs these specific tasks:
" Periodically broadcasts heartbeat beacons and scores heartbeat beacons received from
each neighbor. The arrival time of received heartbeats is also used for slot
synchronization.
" Manages the probability threshold, seed, and cycle position for unicast-receive (PUR,
SUR, CUR), unicast-transmit (PUT, SUT, CUT) and broadcast-transmit (PBT, SBT,
CBT) for a node and all its neighbors.
" Uses the Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) to generate the appropriate
schedules for a node and all of its neighbors. The inputs to the PRNG are threshold,
seed, and cycle position.
" Manages the desired frequency hop-sets for both Hail and Data radios.
" Uses the neighbor's score and the energy metric value reported by LC to determine
the link status for each neighbor. ND reports the link status to the Routing
component.
9.5.1 Detailed Description
Neighbor discovery is the process by which nodes in the network discover each other
using periodic heartbeat beacons. A node maintains a neighbor table that has a separate
entry for each node from which it has received a heartbeat. The node entry contains
information about a particular neighbor such as probability thresholds, cycle position, and
link status. ND uses a scoring scheme to determine the link status for each neighbor. The
link status for a neighbor can have one of three values - "up", "down", and "attempting".
When ND receives a heartbeat from a node that is not already in its neighbor table, it
creates an entry for the newly discovered neighbor. Subsequently, ND uses the
neighbor's advertised probability thresholds and cycle position to generate a wakeup
schedule for that neighbor. ND sends the wakeup schedule to DLLL so that DLLL knows
when to wakeup to receive future heartbeats from this new neighbor. After updating
DLLL with the neighbor's wakeup schedule, ND sets the neighbor's link status to
"attempting". A link status of "attempting" means that ND is yet to determine whether
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the link is usable for data transmission. ND continues to score the new neighbor while the
link status remains in "attempting" using a simple scoring scheme. If the neighbor's score
reaches a configurable "up" threshold, ND updates the link status from "attempting" to
"up" and notifies the Routing component that the neighbor is a valid next-hop for data
transmission. On the other hand, if the link status remains in "attempting" for a
configurable and extended period, ND transitions the link status to "down" before
removing the neighbor from its neighbor table. It is important that ND notify DLLL that
the link status to the neighbor is "down" so that energy is not wasted waking up to
receive heartbeats from that neighbor.
9.5.1.1 Sending Heartbeats
Each node in the network periodically sends heartbeats to its neighbors at a pre-
configured interval. Besides sending periodic heartbeats, a node sends a heartbeat when it
changes any of its probability thresholds. The contents of the heartbeat message are as
follows:
* The unique node-id of the sender.
* Periodic heartbeat interval of the sender.
* Probability thresholds (PUR, PUT, PBT) and cycle position of the sender.
* PUT values are distributed up to 2-hops, so the heartbeat must contain the
sender's neighbor list in addition to the PUT and cycle positions of each neighbor.
9.5.1.1.1 Scoring and Determining Link Status
ND maintains a configurable number of bins for scoring the link to each neighbor. The
width of each bin is equivalent to the periodic heartbeat interval of that neighbor.
Initially, ND initializes the neighbor's bins to zero points. When ND receives a heartbeat
from a neighbor, the current bin for the neighbor accumulates a point. After each periodic
heartbeat interval, ND assigns the neighbor a score that is equal to the number of non-
zero bins before advancing to the next bin (possibly wrapping around) and zeroing its
contents. If the score is greater than or equal to a configurable up score, the link status is
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set to "up". Otherwise, if the score is less than or equal to a configurable down score, the
link status is set to "attempting". A neighbor's link status transitions from "attempting" to
"down" only if it remains in "attempting" for an extended period.
A link status cannot transition directly from "up" to "down" and vice-versa without going
through "attempting". Note that ND relays all link status transitions to the Routing
component. The Routing component only considers neighbors with link status "up" as
valid next-hops. To ensure symmetry of links used for data transmission, it is important
that each node verify the existence of its node-id in the neighbor's heartbeat before
declaring the neighbor's link status to be "up" (in addition to the neighbor meeting the up
score requirement). Without symmetric links, a transmitting node would not receive a
Data-Ack or Data-Nack sent at the end of the slot.
In addition to scoring neighbors, ND uses the filtered Radio Frequency (RF) margin for
each neighbor to determine the appropriate link status. Link Characterization (LC) uses
the raw RSSI values provided by the PHY component to calculate the filtered RF margin.
ND compares the measured margin against a configurable threshold and sets a neighbor's
link status to "attempting" if the margin is greater than the threshold. In this case, the RF
margin prevents ND from declaring links that are actually quite poor to be "up", even
though enough heartbeats were lucky enough to get through. Similarly, if the margin is
less than the threshold, ND sets the link status to "up". In this case, ND keeps links "up"
even if heartbeats were lost due to collisions. ND passes the measured RF margin for
each neighbor to the Routing component as a metric report. The Routing component uses
this metric report for power control and for the selection of energy-efficient routes.
9.5.2 Interfaces
ND interfaces to the rest of the MAC component as follows:
* Send an IPC containing wakeup schedules to DLLL. This FPC contains the wakeup
schedule for a node and all of its neighbors.
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" Receive an IPC containing a received heartbeat buffer from DLLL. This IPC
contains a heartbeat buffer received OTA.
" Receive an IPC containing metric reportsfrom LC. This IPC contains a metric report
(e.g. RF margin) for each neighbor.
" Send an IPC containing neighbor down update to DLLL. This IPC informs DLLL that
a neighbor is down and that DLLL should no longer wakeup to either receive from or
transmit to this neighbor.
* Send an IPC containing neighbor reports to Routing. This IPC contains the metric
report for each neighbor in addition to the link status determined by ND.
9.6 Link Characterization
The Link Characterization (LC) component uses raw RSSI or other similar in-band
information provided by the PHY component to generate a useful set of metrics for each
neighbor. ND and Routing are the main consumers of LC metrics. ND uses the set of
metrics generated by LC to determine the link status for a particular neighbor while the
Routing component uses the metrics to choose energy-efficient routes for delivering
packets.
9.6.1 Detailed Description
LC uses information provided by both Hail and Data radios to generate a summarized set
of metrics for each neighbor. In addition to using LC metrics to choose energy-efficient
routes, the Routing component uses LC metrics to determine the appropriate transmit
power needed to close the link to a particular neighbor. ND also uses LC metrics in the
case where ND has not received a heartbeat from a neighbor in a while and is about to
update the neighbor's link status to "down". Prior to setting the link status to "down", ND
requests a link profile status from LC. A link profile status indicates whether LC supports
ND's decision to bring the link "down". LC sends updated metrics to ND and the Routing
component on a configurable periodic basis except in the case where ND makes an
explicit request for a particular metric. The metrics reported by LC include:
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* RF Margin (dB) - This an estimate of the difference between the minimum required
transmit power and the maximum amount of transmit power available, for the most
robust data rate available from the radios. Routing uses this value to determine the
minimum transmit power required to close the link to a particular neighbor. The RF
Margin value is determined by considering packets which have been received from
that neighbor, along with the transmit antenna pattern, receive antenna pattern,
transmit power, receive sensitivity and other physical layer parameters.
" Link Profile Status - LC use raw RSSI values as well as the second order statistics of
the RF Margin values to generate the link profile status. The result is integer value
that indicates whether this link profile is "excellent", "good", "marginal", or "bad".
Thus, the link profile status provides a subjective description of the link to a
particular neighbor.
9.6.2 Interfaces
LC interfaces to the rest of the MAC component as follows:
" Receive an IPC containing a link trace record from DLLL. This IPC contains the raw
information (e.g. RSSI) received in-band together with the OTA data buffer from the
PHY.
" Send an IPC containing metric reports to ND. This IPC contains a metric report for
each neighbor.
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Figure 15: (a) Experimental setup and network topology (b) Histogram of the absolute slot boundary
skew between neighboring nodes before synchronization.
10 Discussion of Results
This section discusses the performance results of an ad hoc network that implements that
MAC and PHY components presented in this report. The experimental setup, as shown in
Figure 15(a), is a 20-node multi-hop network with nodes located on the 2 "d, 3 rd, 5 " and
7 th floors of a multi-storey building. The network has a diameter of 5 with node degree
ranging from 1 to 6. The performance metrics measured include synchronization
accuracy, latency, and energy. The baseline MAC protocol for comparing the energy
consumed by a node in the network is IEEE 802.11. MGEN is used to generate
application traffic at rates of 0.001pps, 0.01pps, 0.1pps, and 1.0pps that correspond to
network-wide duty cycles of 2x10-5, 2x10-4, 2x10-3, and 2x10-2 respectively. For a given
duty cycle, each node generates MGEN application traffic with a Poisson distribution to a
random destination within the network.
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Figure 16: Histograms of absolute slot boundary skew between neighboring nodes in tree-based and
peer-to-peer slot synchronization.
10.1 Synchronization Accuracy
Figure 15(b) shows a histogram of the slot boundary skew between neighboring nodes in
the network before synchronization. When nodes are first powered on, they operate in
asynchronous receive mode by keeping the Hail receiver "on" all of the time until they
synchronize their slots to their neighbors. To measure the initial slot boundary skew, each
node in the network broadcasts a heartbeat once every 30s and the slot boundary skew
between nodes is recorded each time a node receives a heartbeat from a neighbor. As
shown in the Figure 15(b), without any synchronization, the slot boundary skew between
neighbors can be arbitrarily large- up to the slot size of 50ms.
To reduce the slot boundary skew between neighbors, the performance of two energy-
efficient slot synchronization schemes presented earlier are examined. The schemes are
tree-based slot synchronization using heartbeat beacons and peer-to-peer slot
synchronization using a median filter. The network parameters remain the same as
before. That is, each node generates periodic heartbeats at a rate of once every 30s and
the slot size is 50ms with a guard time of 2ms. In addition, each node is equipped with a
hardware clock that has a worst-case drift of lOppm.The slot boundary skew is recorded
for all received packets but nodes only synchronize on heartbeat packets. Figure 16
shows histograms of the slot boundary skew between neighboring nodes for both
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synchronization schemes. After convergence, 95% of all received messages recorded a
slot boundary skew of 0-300us in both schemes and 98% of all received messages
recorded a slot boundary skew of less than Ims which is well within the 2ms guard time.
Given a slot guard time of 2ms, a node can begin duty cycling the Hail radio when the
slot boundary skew between the node and all of its neighbors is very small (- 500 us).
As shown in Figure 16, the peer-to-peer scheme has less variance than the tree-based
scheme but it also recorded more samples that are multiple standard deviations away
from the mean. These extreme samples show that it took a longer time for the peer-to-
peer scheme to converge as compared to the tree-based slot synchronization scheme. In
addition, the choice of a median filter means that it is likely that a small fraction of nodes
have difficulty achieving very accurate synchronization because of their location in the
network topology. The tree-based slot synchronization scheme, on the other hand,
converges quickly and achieves very good accuracy even though it has a slightly higher
variance than peer-to-peer synchronization. The higher variance is because it takes a
variable amount of time for slot boundary updates from the root to propagate throughout
the entire network. Even though the peer-to-peer slot synchronization scheme has a
relatively higher synchronization convergence time, the performance results indicate that
peer-to-peer slot synchronization compares well accuracy wise with tree-based slot
synchronization once it has converged. Moreover, it is possible that there exist filter
functions besides the median filter that converge faster and improve upon the
performance of peer-to-peer slot synchronization.
It is important that when nodes are initially powered on or when nodes try to join
established networks, they listen asynchronously for at least the maximum heartbeat
interval of the network to discover other nodes and to synchronize their slots before going
into duty cycling mode. If a tree-based slot synchronization scheme is in use, nodes
joining and leaving the network may temporarily disrupt the synchronized state of the
network due to the election of a new root or the assignment of new parents. On the other
hand, if a peer-to-peer scheme is in use, nodes can join and leave the network with
minimal impact on the synchronized state of the network.
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Figure 17: (a) Average end-to-end latency experienced by application packets within the network for increasing
hop distance and increasing unicast receive probability threshold (b) Histogram of end-to-end latency over a
single hop. The majority of application packets arrive in less than 500ms if the Hail radio listens 60% of the
time.
Peer-to-peer slot synchronization is more robust and fault tolerant because there is no
single node that determines the slot boundary for the entire network. On the battlefield,
this is a very important feature because "blowing" up the root node in a tree-based slot
synchronization scheme requires the election of a new root. The root election process
may involve sending additional messages that increases the energy consumed by nodes.
10.2 Latency
This section discusses the end-to-end latency experienced by application packets within
the network. For a given duty cycle, each node in the network generates application
traffic to a random destination node within the network. The end-to-end latency is
measured from the time an application packet arrives at the source MAC to the time
when it is successfully delivered to the destination MAC. Figure 17(a) shows the relation
between average end-to-end latency and hop distance. It is not surprising that the average
end-to-end latency increases with hop distance. Figure 17(a) also shows the trade off
between PUR and latency. Increasing PUR increases the energy consumed but it also
reduces the average end-to-end latency (Figure 17(b)) because nodes listen for data in
more slots. The MAC adapts PUR values to achieve a good balance between latency and
energy consumption.
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Figure 18 shows how the MAC adapts PUR values in an idle network that suddenly
begins to generate traffic. Nodes along a multi-hop path from the source to destination
adapt their PUR values but the source need not adapt its PUR value. As shown in Figures
19 and 20, the initial packets from the source experience a longer delay because the next-
hops are asleep most of the time. As more packets arrive at the next-hops, the MAC
adapts by increasing PUR so that Hail radio listens in more slots. Increasing a node's
PUR increases the capacity of the link to the node and later traffic to the node experience
very little delay.
Sometimes, it possible for a node to have data to a next-hop that is awake to receive data
in very few slots. In order to reduce the latency of these data packets, the OTA data
header includes a MoreData bit that allows a node to request that the next-hop increase
its PUR to a maximum (i.e. 1.0) in order to receive more data. This allows nodes to make
quick transitions from sleeping in almost every slot to listening in every slot. A node sets
the MoreData bit in the header of a packet to a next-hop when the queue depth to that
next-hop exceeds a configurable threshold. This feature is also useful for an application
data stream that has high priority and cannot wait for MAC to adapt.
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10.3 Energy
This section discusses the energy gains of the duty cycling MAC presented in this thesis
vs. 802.11. The energy metrics of interest are the total energy consumed by a node and
energy-efficiency. Energy-efficiency is the ratio of energy used for application data to the
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total energy consumed by the node. Each node in 802.11 uses about 100KJ daily
irrespective of how much data it sends (Figure 23). This is because in 802.11 the radio
receiver idle listens most of the time, which dominates the total energy consumed by the
node. In the duty cycling MAC, the Hail and Data radios can only be in one of four
states- sleep, idle, transmit, and receive. To measure the total energy consumed by a node
in the network, the total time spent by the Hail and Data radios in each state is recorded.
The product of the time spent in each state and the power consumed in each state is the
total energy consumed by a node in the network. As shown in Figure 21, at low duty
cycles, most of the time and energy is spent sleeping. Figures 22 and 23 summarize the
energy gains of the entire system. Each node consumes a measly 1KJ per day at low duty
cycles that is ideal for sensor networks.
11 Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis presents the design and implementation of an ad hoc network system that is
energy-efficient under most traffic loads and is able to adapt as network conditions
change. The system achieves a lOOX reduction in the total energy consumed as compared
to IEEE 802.11 for low offered loads. To put this energy reduction in perspective, the
proposed system would last 33 days on two standard AA batteries while IEEE 802.11
would only last 7 hours. The MAC protocol used is TDMA based so it is inherently
energy conserving and the lack of contention overhead guarantees that the system
achieves high channel utilization and does not collapse under high loads. The MAC
protocol tackles the difficult problem of dynamic slot allocation and synchronization of
schedules between nodes in an energy-efficient manner. Some key ideas employed
include using compactly represented pseudo-random seeds and probability thresholds to
generate uncorrelated wakeup schedules between nodes and maintaining accurate
synchronization between nodes using a slot synchronization scheme with minimal
message overhead. In addition, the MAC protocol assigns slots using a distributed slot
allocation algorithm that is fair and provides link level QOS. Furthermore, the MAC
provides deterministic access to the shared medium while supporting high data rates
required for real-time traffic as well as delay-bounded services such as voice and multi-
media streaming. Experimental and simulation results show that the ad hoc network
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system presented in this report achieves improved performance and dramatic reduction in
energy consumed for a wide range of scenarios. Areas for future work include:
" Dynamic Slot Allocation: Explore the feasibility of other distributed slot
allocation algorithms that are energy-efficient, guarantee collision free access,
and provide additional link level QOS that is flexible enough to support explicit
reservation of slots to particular destinations. Additional work is also needed to
explore better schemes for adapting probability thresholds as network conditions
change.
" Slot Synchronization: Explore new filter functions that improve upon the
performance of peer-to-peer slot synchronization schemes by achieving faster
synchronization convergence time. Alternatively, explore hybrid schemes that
use a tree-based scheme to achieve initial synchronization and then use a peer-
to-peer scheme to maintain accurate synchronization. Extend slot
synchronization algorithms to do some regression analysis on measured slot
boundary skew. Regression analysis is useful for post-facto synchronization
where nodes continue to synchronize their slot boundaries for an extended
period without exchanging messages. Finally, slot synchronization is a relatively
new concept and additional theoretical analysis is needed in that regard.
" Transport Protocols: Existing transport protocols (TCP and UDP) originally
designed for wired networks are not suitable for duty cycling ad hoc wireless
and sensor networks where nodes are often asleep. New transport protocols
designed specifically for duty cycling networks can provide additional
performance improvements and further reduction in energy consumed by nodes
using techniques such as in network caching, local recovery, and per flow QOS.
" CPU Energy Savings: Most of the energy savings in this system is achieved by
keeping both radios off when they are not in use and by limiting the transmit
power of the high power Data radio where possible. The system achieves
additional energy savings by keeping the number of protocol messages to an
absolute minimum. Further work in this area will involve exploring the option
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of actually turning off the CPU running the MAC and going into hibernation
mode during long periods of inactivity. Such a feature will allow deployment of
sensor networks months in advance of when they are actually needed. Dynamic
clock frequency modification or "under clocking" of the CPU is another energy
conservation technique that is worth exploring.
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13 Appendix A Hail Transceiver Options Spec. Sheet
Hail Transceiver Core "System on a Chip"
Freq. Range (MHz)
Tx RF Power (to 50-ohm/antenna) Min (dBm)
Max (dBm)
Power Control (dBm)
Rx Sensitivity (dBm @ BER exponent = -3)
RSSI Dynamic Range (dB)
Tx DC Power(1) (from Battery) @ Max (mW)
Rx DC Power(1) (mW)
Standby (Oscillator-Only) DC Power (1) (mW)
Transceiver Off (Leakage) (mW)
Oscillator Start-Up Time
Rx Settling Time
Rx-Tx Switch Time
(ms)
(ms)
(ms)
MICRF501 MICRF500
300- 600 700- 1100
-20
12
3 incr.
-105
60
135
24
0.9
<0.006
5 (est.)
1
2(3)
-20
10
3 incr.
-104
60
150
30
0.9
<0.006
5 (est.)
1
2(3)
CC1010
300- 1000
-2C
10 to 4 (vs F)
1- 3 incr. (vs F]
-107(2)
55
150
30
0.1- 0.3 (vs F)
<0.006
2
0.5(4)
0.25(3)
Max. Hop Rate (hops/s)
Max. Bit Rate (BFSK Modulation w/ Manchester)
Chip-Internal Modulator (b/s)
Chip-External Modulator (b/s)
ACI Reject Ratio @ 200 kHz Hop Spacing (dB)
@ 1 MHz Hop SDacina (dB)
250
2400
128K
45
57
250
2400
128K
1000
600- 76.8K
45
57
(1) includes all chip-external components
(2) @ 2400 b/s
(3) in Standby
(4) programmable (performance trade-off)
Figure 24: Overall specification comparison of Micrel and Chipcon single-chip transceivers.
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14 Appendix B Packet Formats
Bit 7 Bit 4 Bit 0
CRC
CRC
code rate req HaiAck 3 bits padding MsgType
Source Address
Source Address Destination Address
Destination Address
Figure 25: Hail Packet Format.
Bit 7 Bit 4 Bit 0
CRC
CRC
power level code rate MsgType
Reserved
Source Address
Source Address I Nu Dest. Addresses
Destination Address
Destination Address
Destination Address
Destination Address
Figure 26: Hail Ack Packet Format.
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e 27: Data Packet Header Format.
7 Bit 4 Bit 0
CRC
CRC
Result Code reserved MsgType
Num Dest. Addresses
padding Source Address
Source Address
padding Destination Node Addr
Destination Node Addr
padding Destination Node Addr
Destination Node Addr
e 28: Data Ack Packet Format.
Figur
Bit
Figur
81
Bit 4 Bit(Bit 7
CRC
CRC
Want DD DD Opa Msye
DataAck Seq # Reset TOS pad MsgType
Transmit Power
padding prevHop Address
prevHop Address
padding nextHop Address
nextHop Address
padding Origin Node Address
Origin Node Address
padding Final Destination Address
Final Destination Address
FrameType
FrameType
Slot Number
Slot Number
Slot Number
Slot Number
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